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Chapter 1
Introduction
This manuscript summarizes my research activities since the defense of my PhD in December
2002. This work has been carried in several contexts, first as a post-doc at Leiden University in
the group of Ed Deprettere in 2003, then as an associate professor at University of Rennes 1, in
the R2D2 research group of IRISA, and then later in the CAIRN-INRIA/IRISA project-team.
Since September 2009, I am benefiting from an INRIA “de´le´gation”, which helped me initiating
many new research projects and collaborations, and also allowed me to start supervising some
PhD students. This chapter is organized as follows, I will first start by presenting the context
in which my research takes place. This will be followed by a summary of the contributions
presented in the document and by a description of the organization of the manuscript.
1.1. Context of the work
The processor and computer design landscape is facing the toughest challenge it had to
confront since the introduction of the Intel 4004 processor in 1971. The reason behind this
upheaval stands in two words: parallelism and energy.
The days where software performance would grow just by magic, simply by benefiting from
processor clock speed (or micro-architectural) improvement are over, as the “clock speed race”
ultimately hit the “power dissipation wall”. With the resulting outbreak of multi-core (and soon
many-core) processors, the way we have been designing software (and the tools that we use for
doing it) for more than 20 years needs to be completely reconsidered.
It would be a mistake to consider that this threat is only geared at general purpose computing
systems, as embedded system designers are also confronted to similar problems. They however
face an additional challenge: because of tight power, cost and performance constraints, most
embedded platforms have to be based on heterogeneous multi-core systems. Such heterogeneous
platforms integrate, within a single die, tens, if not hundreds of computing cores, these cores
being significantly different in nature (programmable/extensible processors, custom hardware
Intellectual Property blocks, coarse grain reconfigurable co-processors, etc). As a consequence,
efficiently designing and programming such systems poses even greater challenges.
In the mean time, ubiquitous computing is becoming a reality, probably at a faster pace than
we realize it. We will soon be completely surrounded by tiny computing devices, whose role will
be to sense/watch and control our daily environment in a collaborative way. In addition to the
numerous ethical and legal issues that such devices may raise, they will also pose stringent new
challenges to computer and system architects. They will be expected to work autonomously
for months if not years, either by relying on extremely limited power supplies, or by harvesting
energy from their immediate environment. State of the art energy harvesting can provide at
most 20µW whereas the power budget of a low-power MCU such as the MSP430 is around
5mW at 16MHz. Satisfying these requirements means filling a two orders of magnitude gap
in terms of energy efficiency improvements. Here again, radically new approaches are needed.
Addressing these challenges requires combining techniques and knowledge from several fields
from Electrical Engineering (CAD tools, digital design, micro-electronics) to Computer Science
(processor architecture, operating systems, compiler design, software engineering). In such a
context, this work has been revolving around the definition of tools to help the design of complex
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heterogeneous systems on chip. More precisely, this work has been focusing on automatic syn-
thesis of hardware co-processors, to improve the energy efficiency and performance of embedded
platforms. Using custom accelerators has shown to bring significant performance and energy
improvements (from ×10 to ×50), however their design is very tedious and time consuming as
it is done through Hardware Description Languages such as VHDL or Verilog.
Silicon compilers that can generate custom hardware from a high-level language, have been
advocated as an answer to address this design time issue. Even though the first of such tools
date back to the early 90s, it is only recently that they finally found their way in real design
flows, as their efficiency and usability remained limited for quite some time. Today, there exists
a large choice of robust and mature C to hardware tools [73, 30] that are used as production
tools by world-class chip vendor companies.
However, there is still room for improvement, as these tools are far from producing designs
with performance comparable to those of expert designers. The reason of this difference lies in
the difficulty, for automatic tools, to recover information that may have been lost during the
compilation process. The difficulty also stems from the lack of well defined target, as these tools
must jointly define the hardware architecture and map the algorithm onto that architecture.
This lead to some subtle trade-off between performance, resource usage, and energy efficiency.
Our contributions in this field focused on studying how to extract and take advantage of massive
parallelism and to improve energy efficiency of circuits designed using such silicon compilers.
We also investigated direct applications of reconfigurable computing, by proposing and de-
signing several massively parallel application specific accelerators for multimedia database search
and bioinformatics. These two fields involve many extremely computationally demanding al-
gorithms that are well suited to hardware acceleration. In particular we have studied how to
accelerate Markov based profile search, and specifically the HMMER software suite, a reference
tool for the whole bioinformatics community [63].
We also studied the hardware acceleration of content-based retrieval algorithm for multimedia
data, and in particular for image databases. These algorithms, whose goal is to search the nearest
neighbors of high dimensional vectors, suffer from what is known as“the curse of dimensionality”
and a search hence requires an exhaustive scan in the reference database. Here again, we have
shown that these applications were good fit for hardware acceleration.
Lastly, in the context of a close collaboration with Dominique Lavenier from the IRISA/IN-
RIA Symbiose team, we also contributed to the design and proposal of reconfigurable hardware
based on the concept of smart storage systems, targeted at searching information in large
database systems. This research work led to the construction of two prototypes: RDISK and
ReMIX.
It is noteworthy that these three topics mentioned above are tightly related to each other,
and addressing all these issues at once is unavoidable. As a matter of fact, the ability to im-
prove design tools requires two things: a deep understanding of hardware platforms and FPGA
technology, but also a deep knowledge of applications requirements so as to help pinpointing the
limitation of existing tools. Experience has shown that such an expertise can only be acquired
through recurring practical case studies on real life target platforms. Figure 1.1 illustrates the
contributions presented in this work, by showing how they are related to the aforementioned
topics.
1.2. Summary of the contributions
This section provides an overview of the research topics presented in this document. These
topics are presented in chronological order, starting from earlier work which took place during
my post-doc and/or that were in the direct continuation of my PhD work, to some very recent
6
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Figure 1.1.: A visual representation of the contributions presented in this work.
work on source-to-source transformations for High-Level-Synthesis (HLS).
1.2.1. Synthesis of loop nests hardware accelerators
The first contribution after my PhD was a result of a stay as a post-doc in 2003 at Leiden
University in the group of Ed Deprettere, where we worked on the problem of automatic hard-
ware synthesis in the context of the Compaan/Laura framework [165, 153]. The goal was to
synthesize efficient hardware process networks [18] leveraging the Polyhedral Process Network
semantics [154]. To address the problem, we studied and investigated several approaches to
improve the scalability and efficiency of the hardware controllers generated from Compaan.
After my returning to University of Rennes, I have been working with Tanguy Risset and
Alain Darte on the problem of automatic synthesis of efficient hardware/software interface for
processor arrays, in the context of their integration as hardware IPs in a System on Chip.
Some of my earlier work with Tanguy Risset addressed the problem of interface synthesis for
one dimensional arrays, integrated as slave peripherals in a system. In this work, we extended
our previous results to support partitioned processor arrays with busmaster capabilities. In
particular, we proposed a technique, which is able to determine a static I/O pipeline scheme for
distributing the data among the boundary processors of the array, given a partitioning of the
array enforcing certain constraints,
1.2.2. Reconfigurable platforms for high performance computing
In the mean time, I also continued a collaboration started with Dominique Lavenier just
before the end of my PhD. Our joint work has focused in the design and utilization of application
specific reconfigurable platforms for high performance database processing. Two prototypes
have been designed during this period, namely the RDISK and ReMIX machines. The aim
of the RDISK project was to propose a new paradigm of reconfigurable hardware accelerators
based on the smart-disk principle [87, 131, 110], the goal being to move the computational
resource as close as possible to the data source. Our key idea was to attach the reconfigurable
accelerator directly to the disk output, so as to be able to perform on-the-fly data filtering. A
prototype RDISK cluster with 48 nodes was designed, and several bioinformatic applications
(BLAST [36], WAPAM) have been accelerated on the platform, with speedup ranging from 5 to
20 per node. The RDISK cluster platform has also been serving as a reference target platform
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for three PhD students (S. Guyetant, M. Giraud et A. Noumsi), and the cluster was later added
to the processing resource of the GenOuest platform (http://www.genouest.org).
The ReMIX platform was in continuation of the RDISK, with a focus on large scale indexing,
where index size exceeds capabilities of current volatile memory technologies. The idea consisted
in coupling the FPGA resource to Nand Flash memory. Each node of the ReMIX cluster hence
contains a Xilinx FPGA combined with 64GB of Flash memory, organized in parallel banks to
maximize I/O throughput. The approach permits to combine the benefits of non permanent
storage system with those of random access memories (throughput, access latency). An 8-board
prototype was realized and validated, and several accelerators have been ported to the system,
with speedup factors of up to ×50 per node.
1.2.3. Application specific parallel hardware accelerators
While working on the RDISK and ReMIX platforms, we have also conducted several case
studies. The goal of this work was twofold. The first motivation was to demonstrate the rel-
evance of FPGAs for high-performance database applications. The other one was to see how
semi-formal design methodologies could help deriving more efficient accelerator architectures,
but also to search for interesting design tricks/optimizations that could be worth being inte-
grated in high-level synthesis tools. The target application domains in this work were content
based search in multimedia databases (image, video) and genomic sequence comparison in bioin-
formatics.
In the context of the PhD of August Noumsi (supervised by Patrice Quinton), we have been
working in collaboration with the IRISA/INRIA TexMex group on the hardware acceleration
of content based image retrieval algorithms. A detailed description of the work carried on this
topic is provided in Section 2.2. In particular, we have quantified the impact of some architec-
tural parameters (encoding accuracy, synchronization overhead) on the effective performance of
two hardware implementations (for the RDISK and ReMIX platforms), which have exhibited
important (more than ×100) performance improvements.
The other application domain we have studied in this context is bioinformatics, and more
particularly genetic sequence comparison algorithms. The contributions related to this work
are detailed in Chapter 3. These compute intensive kernels, based on dynamic programming
algorithms, are very good candidates for hardware acceleration. In addition, the fact that ge-
nomic sequence databases grow in size at a faster pace than processor performance raises a
need for high performance implementation of the algorithms. A number of such algorithms
and applications have already been successfully accelerated on FPGAs (Smith-Waterman [140],
BLAST [36]) with good performance improvements (speedup by ×100 over a software imple-
mentation). Some other algorithms turn out to be more difficult to accelerate in hardware, in
particular when there is no obvious parallelization scheme. This is the case for the HMMER
software suite, based on Markov models, used for sequence similarity searching.
We have proposed a scalable parallelization scheme for this algorithm, detailed in Section 3.2,
which is well suited to hardware acceleration. This scheme is based on space-time transforma-
tions formalized in the polyhedral model, and enables the derivation of a generic processor array
template that can easily be retargeted to different accelerator platforms, while retaining its effi-
ciency. The template is parameterized and supports different levels of fine grain pipelining, and
can handle resource constraints by allowing the designer to specify the number of processing
elements used in the architecture. This result was presented in 2007 to the IEEE International
Conference on Application-specific Systems, Architectures and Processors and received the best
paper award.
We continued investigating this topic in the context of the PhD of Naeem Abbas (funded by
the ANR BioWic project) and in close collaboration with Sanjay Rajopadhye from Colorado
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State University. Our work focused on sophisticated program transformations leveraging alge-
braic properties of the algorithms which extensively use reduction operations. We have shown
that to the contrary of common beliefs, it is possible to parallelize the HMMER main algorithm
at the price of a moderate increase in computation volume. The idea, presented in Section 3.3,
is based on the uncovering of a hidden parallel prefix operation, for which there exists many
efficient parallel hardware implementations, as the topic is studied since the mid-70s. The par-
allelization of a prefix operation however comes at the price of a slight increase in computation
workload (O(N. log2N) instead of O(N)). The approach was validated on a high performance
FPGA accelerator (XD2000i) and demonstrated speedup by up to factors of 7.5 over the highly
optimized software implementation on a 3GHz Intel Dual Core. We are currently pursuing the
automation of some of these transformations within a C to hardware compilation tool.
1.2.4. Tools for application specific architecture design
In 2007, I decided to refocus my research activities on CAD tools, and to start working again
on automatic synthesis of parallel hardware accelerators. This decision was motivated by the
work of Ludovic L’Hours on the first version of the Gecos compiler [105], which opened new
interesting perspectives. Since 2008, Gecos serves as the reference compiler infrastructure for my
research activites and for the whole CAIRN group. Two different problems have been targeted:
the synthesis of ultra low-power controllers for wireless sensor networks, and source-to-source
loop transformations for HLS.
Ultra low power wireless sensor node platforms
Wireless Sensor Networks (WSN) are a very promising technology with potential applications
in many domains of daily-life, such as structural-health and environmental monitoring, medicine,
military surveillance, robotic explorations, and so on. A WSN is composed of a large number of
nodes deployed inside a region of interest. Designing a WSN node is challenging, as designers
must deal with strong form factor and energy constraints. For example, WSN nodes may need
to run autonomously for months using limited energy sources (between ten and a few hundred
mAh for small form factor Lithium batteries), or by harvesting energy from their environment
(power supply of at most 20µW ).
Current WSN nodes are based on micro-controllers such as the MSP430 [150] with typical
power dissipation of a few mW , which are still orders of magnitude too high for many candidate
applications of WSN. In the context of the PhD of Adeel Pasha (graduated on December 15 th
2010) and in collaboration with Olivier Sentieys, we tackled the problem by using a radically dif-
ferent approach, combining hardware specialization with concurrent task-level processing. The
idea was to take maximum advantage of the opportunities of specialization by generating, for
each task of the system, its custom hardware controller. By combining this idea of specialization
with power gating, we have shown that it is possible to significantly reduce dynamic power while
maintaining very low levels of static power dissipation.
Our approach, detailed in Chapter 4, leverages tools and techniques from micro-electronics,
compiler/hardware synthesis and software engineering to offer a complete flow. This flow enables
the complete specification (and synthesis) of a hardware/software platform from a combined use
of C and of a platform description Domain Specific Language. The implementation of such a
complex toolchain was made possible thanks to the use of Model Driven Software Development
tools, which allowed us to benefit from many facilities for code generation and DSL design
provided by the Eclipse Modeling Framework. Very interesting experimental results have been
obtained, which showed that overall energy improvement by two orders of magnitude (w.r.t. to
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the MSP430) is possible through this approach. This work has led to four publications including
a paper presented at the IEEE/ACM Design Automation Conference in 2010.
We are pursuing this research direction in the context of the PhD of Vivek D. Tovinakere
(under the supervision of Olivier Sentieys). His focus is on accurately modeling the impact
of fine grain power gating techniques, and on the introduction of hardware reconfiguration.
However, this work, still in progress, will not be presented in this document.
Source-to-source transformation for HLS
High-Level Synthesis tools, despite their progress over the last few years, do still suffer from
many limitations. The initial source code that is to be mapped on hardware almost always
requires to be heavily modified so that the tools are able to deal with it, but also (and mostly)
so that they can derive an efficient architecture out of it. Such transformations can have
significant impact on performance whenever the input code involves nested loops operating on
arrays, since it is often possible to rewrite the loop to expose additional parallelism or improve
locality by exploiting data reuse opportunities directly at the source code level.
I have been working with Antoine Morvan (PhD student supervised by Patrice Quinton) on a
source-to-source loop transformation toolbox based on polyhedral representations of loops since
late 2008. This work is part of the S2S4HLS project 1 funded by the INRIA-STMicroelectronics
Nano2012 program. In this work, we have been focusing on improving pipeline efficiency for
loop nests that can be represented in the polyhedral model.
Efficient hardware acceleration of compute intensive kernels generally involves pipelining the
execution of these kernels. This pipelining is applied to the innermost loops of the kernel and
consists in overlapping the execution of several iterations on the hardware resources. The tech-
nique significantly improves the throughput of the accelerator, at the price of a slight increase
in area and latency (related to the pipeline depth). It turns out that loop nests are well suited
for a pipelined execution, as they often carry a significant amount of iteration level parallelism.
However the efficiency of this pipelined execution degrades quickly as the number of iterations
within the inner loop goes below a certain threshold. The degradation is caused by the pipeline
fill/flush stages which then dominate execution time. This situation appears very frequently in
the context of high-level synthesis, as many algorithms exhibit low innermost loop trip counts
and since designers often try to derive deeply pipelined datapath, with long fill/flush stages.
In this work we propose to reduce this overhead by pipelining the execution of the whole loop
nest instead of restricting the pipelining to the innermost loop. The idea consists in coalescing
the loop nest hierarchy in to a single loop, that will be further pipelined. The key problems are
then (i) to build this coalesced loop, and (ii) to make sure the pipeline of this coalesced loop
is legal (i.e., that it does not alter the semantics of the original code). Ensuring the legality of
such a pipeline turns out to be difficult in the general case, especially for loop nests involving
non constant loop bounds.
Our contribution, detailed in Section 5.5, consists in a legality check taking advantage of
iteration instance wise dataflow analysis, associated with a correction technique. This correction
technique can make a pipeline legal by inserting extra dummy iterations in the coalesced loop,
these iteration then serving as wait states. Our technique was implemented in the Gecos source-
to-source compiler and has shown encouraging results, with performance improvement of up to
30% for matrix multiplication and QR decomposition.
1. Source-to-Source for HLS
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1.3. Organization of the manuscript
The remainder of the document is organized as follows, Chapter 2 describes our work on
reconfigurable accelerators for unstructured databases, along with a case study application on
multimedia content based search. Chapter 3 continues to discuss the topic of unstructured
databases, with the focus on the design of a hardware accelerator for a sequence comparison
algorithm (HMMER), widely used in the bioinformatics community. In Chapter 4, we present
our work on ultra low power wireless sensor node platforms, and the design flow that supports the
idea of hardware microtasks. Chapter 5 provides an overview of all our contributions on the topic
of hardware synthesis in the polyhedral model. Chapter 6 summarizes our contributions, and
provides detailed research perspectives both in the short and long term. A complete Curriculum
Vitae, and a list of publications are also provided as appendix A and C.
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Chapter 2
Reconfigurable Accelerators for
searching unstructured databases
The work described in this chapter took place between 2003 and 2006 in close collaboration
with Dominique Lavenier from the Symbiose team at IRISA. The goal was to see how recon-
figurable technology could be used for accelerating search operations in unstructured databases
(such as multimedia and genomic databases).
In this work, we tried to take a fresh look at reconfigurable accelerator platforms, by re-
considering the way the reconfigurable resource was coupled to the rest of the system. Our
approach was motivated by our earlier experiences which showed that I/O throughput and/or
latency were almost always performance bottleneck for FPGA platforms. To address this is-
sue, we proposed two original prototype systems where the FPGA processing power is set as
close as possible to the data source, following the principle of smart storage systems. We have
also evaluated how this type of platforms could benefit to multimedia content-based search
applications.
In Section 2.1, we discusses the idea of reconfigurable storage system and describe two plat-
form prototypes RDISK and ReMIX that we designed following this idea. We then detail two
different accelerators for our multimedia search algorithm. These implementations leverage both
coarse grain and fine grain parallelism to reduce the search time and were carefully designed to
maximize global (i.e., system level) performance. We illustrate the relevance of our approach
through a case study: content-based image retrieval for large databases.
2.1. Reconfigurable platforms for database processing
The use of reconfigurable hardware for accelerating general purpose and scientific computing
has been an active topic of research for now more than 20 years. In theory, reconfigurable
accelerators are able to offer the best of both worlds: flexibility, thanks to dynamic reconfigu-
ration, and performance thanks to parallelism and specialization. Seminal work in the domain
[157, 156, 82] that took place in the early 90s had shown very promising results, and set the
stage for what came to be known as the “Custom Configurable Computing” community.
However, in the late nineties, the lack of high-level design flows combined with ever increasing
processor performance and severe I/O bottlenecks in FPGA platforms somewhat brought to an
end most of the interest in reconfigurable computing. In particular, the steady improvements in
both clock speed and micro-architectures had raised the bar too high for FPGAs to be able to
compete with high-performance general purpose programmable processors. In the mid 2000s,
the so-called clock speed wall and raising concerns for power dissipation in processors renewed
interest for alternative technologies such as FPGAs. In the mean time, the outbreak of multi-core
and GPUs, and in particular the programming challenges that they would represent, contributed
to make FPGA design effort more acceptable, especially as many usable C to hardware compilers
became available during this period. As of today, it seems that Reconfigurable Computing has
found a small market niche, yet it remains to be seen whether this niche will survive in the
longer term.
Independently of these architectural evolutions, another interesting phenomenon was ob-
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served during the last decade: the fast wide spreading and growth of what is known as un-
structured databases, carrying diverse types of information, from genomic to multimedia data.
Because they cannot benefit from traditional indexing techniques (i.e., those used in relational
databases), searching those databases often involves a complete scan of the dataset. This leads
to poor performance as the whole data has to be read from its permanent storage medium but
also since the selection algorithm has to be applied to every item, which (as far as genomic
and multimedia data are concerned) is usually computationally expensive. Given that these
databases size ranges from hundred of gigabytes to terabytes, and that their size tends to grow
exponentially, running these analyses requires large storage capabilities along with huge com-
puting power. In practice, only very few systems can provide both; supercomputers are geared
towards processing power and storage systems are geared towards data distribution. Hence the
user usually must sacrifice one for the other.
2.1.1. The case for Active Storage systems
Storage bottlenecks are solved through the use of High Performance data warehouses based
on Storage Area Network (SAN). SANs are built upon a high-speed special-purpose networks
interconnecting storage devices with servers on behalf of a larger network of users. The evolution
of storage systems technology has shown that more and more intelligence is embedded into these
systems (network protocols, cryptography, file systems management, etc.). While these tasks
are still mainly geared toward data management and availability, we believe that the growing
gap between the storage and processing capacity might induce a shift in the way these systems
are designed. In particular, we believe that they may start providing data processing oriented
services in the future. There are two reasons for this:
– In most cases the end user is only concerned with a small fraction of the original dataset
that contains relevant information to its query. This is typically the case in DNA sequence
similarity search and in multimedia content based retrieval problems. Filtering the data
at its source has many benefits, as it significantly lowers the I/O volume in the storage
system, hence decreasing its power consumption, and also improving its scalability.
– For such products, the cost overhead induced by additional embedded processing power
would remain small (many SAN infrastructures already embed FPGAs for I/O manage-
ment) with significant outcomes in terms of performance and energy.
Bringing computational power closer to the data source is not a new idea, and was explored
in the context of smart disk devices. The smart disk approach suggests to use a fraction of
computing power available within the hard-drive embedded controllers for data processing ap-
plications, based on the information that these processors, whose role is limited to disk head
scheduling or cryptography/security, are somewhat underutilized. This concept has been inves-
tigated by several research groups in the late 90s [87, 131, 110], and their work showed promising
results for a relatively wide panel of applications in which large datasets were involved. However
it appeared that the hard disk storage industry would not move toward such open embedded
CPU based smart disk devices, mostly because of security 1 and cost reasons. This is not true
for the storage systems industry which is based on more open protocols and infrastructures.
Following this vision, we propose a new type of storage system based on“networked intelligent
storage devices”, which could be assembled in order to build larger scale application specific
database systems. The intelligence of our system would lie in its ability to perform on-the-fly
filtering of the data as it is read from the storage device. The goal is to send a small superset
of the relevant data to the host. This superset will then be further analyzed to filter out
1. The software IP in hard-disk controllers is a key contributor to the actual hard disk drive performance, and
this expertise is highly protected.
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Figure 2.1.: The RDISK Node cluster and node prototypes, along with the node reconfigurable
System On Programmable Chip
false positives. Because the performance benefits of a CPU based smart disk is not expected
to justify its cost overhead and design complexity, the only way to be competitive is to use
hardware acceleration through reconfigurable technology.
In the following, we summarize the work (carried in close collaboration with Dominique
Lavenier) on RDISK and ReMIX , two intelligent storage prototypes designed between 2003
and 2006.
2.1.2. The RDISK platform
The first research project that we started aimed at proposing a smart disk platform leverag-
ing reconfigurable technology, and following the principles of Network Attached Storage (NAS):
a computer data storage device connected to a network that provides filesystem level services.
The following provides an overview of the work done on the RDISK platform design and imple-
mentation, both from the architectural and system level points of view.
One of the goal was to propose a low-cost and scalable system, competitive in prices (in
2003) with other Network Attached Storage devices. We therefore targeted a cost of roughly
$200 per RDISK node, including PCB and a middle range HDD. This led to the choice of a
platform based on a low cost $30 Xilinx SpartanII-200 FPGA coupled to a 100Mbit controller
with 32MB SDRAM memory and a 8051 controller for handling the device configuration. The
core of the RDISK system was a System on a Chip implemented on the FPGA, represented in
Figure 2.1.(c). Because of stringent resource constraints, we based the system on an open source
16 bit RISC soft-core processor, that requires less than 300 logic cells, leaving 2500 LUTs and 10
BlockRams for the data processing filter. This core was in charge of the network management
and implemented a custom light weight UDP protocol. To maximize throughput, the hard-drive
controller was implemented as an advanced autonomous state-machine that could handle most
of the IDE-ATA protocol, and perform complex I/O requests. Our file system services were
handled by the host server, to ease development.
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To demonstrate the feasibility of our approach, we built a complete parallel storage system,
by assembling a cluster of 48RDISK nodes together, as shown in Figure 2.1.(a). The abstract
system-level view of this RDISK cluster is provided in Figure 2.2. In this system, all disks can
operate in parallel, and their results are sent to the host through the network. The aggregated
RDISK nodes output throughput must not saturate the host network link to guarantee the
absence of bottleneck. This puts a constraint on our hardware filter selectivity (the less selective
the filter is the more data has to be sent to the host). As an example, our prototype uses 48
boards, we assume that the host can handle at most 5MB/s (half the peak 100MBits), and
that each drive provides a sustained bandwidth of 15MB/s. This means that our hardware
filters should be able to filter out 99.3% of the data read from the disk, with each individual
disk output bandwidth being in the range of 100 kB/s.
parallel disk 
access
(10 - 100 disks)
hardware
filter
switch
Host post-processing 
(performed only on relevant data)
15MB/s
15MB/s
15MB/s ~100k
B/s
~100kB/s
~100kB/s
Figure 2.2.: The RDISK cluster: system level view
Since the average network throughput requirements for each node are in the 100kB/s range,
we did not try to optimize our network firmware and chose an IP/UDP stack in order to simplify
the development of the network management layer. To minimize overhead, we used a simple
UDP based protocol to receive and send commands to and from the host machine. It is worth
noticing that most of this protocol could have been implemented in hardware using a complex
state machine similar to the one used for controlling the disk. It would have then been possible
to perform I/O access using the full 100Mbits Ethernet bandwidth.
An important feature of the RDISK system is the way it handles dynamic reconfiguration
management. All configurations for a given RDISK board are stored locally on its HDD, within
a specific partition of the file-system. These bitstreams are accessible to the 8051 microcontroller
that serves as a configuration manager and shares access to the HDD with the FPGA. When a
new hardware configuration is to be run on the system, the host simply sends a suicide command
to the selected boards, including the next configuration to be used. This message is forwarded
to the configuration manager, which reconfigures the FPGA using the corresponding bitstream
read from the disk, and loads its associated OS image (the whole operation lasts 800ms).
The RDISK served as a target platform for three PhDs (S. Guyetant, M. Giraud and A.
Noumsi). In 2006, the prototype was integrated to the pool of computing resources provided
by the Ge´nouest platform 2. Several bioinformatic applications have been successfully ported to
the architecture 3, including a hardware accelerated version of the BLAST sequence alignment
by S. Guyetant and a similarity search tool based on Weighted Finite Automaton (WAPAM)
by Mathieu Giraud. In particular, the WAPAM program leveraged the dynamic reconfiguration
capabilities: the application would synthesize on the fly a custom hardware design tailored to
2. http://www.genouest.org
3. I was not directly involved in these contributions
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Figure 2.3.: Simplified RMEM node architecture
the pattern at hand, and would then configure the platform with the problem instance specific
accelerator. This tool was later made publicly available to registered platform users from the
bioinformatics community. Even though I was not involved in these contributions, they show
the relevance and interest of our proof of concept.
Another application field that was explored in the context of RDISK is content-based mul-
timedia search. This topic is thoroughly described in Section 2.2, and will not be detailed
here.
I took an important part in the design of the RDISK architecture, which was the core
of S. Guyetant PhD thesis, as the node architecture was mostly based on one of my draft
design. This work was carried in 2002 and 2003, before that soft-core processors (and their
associated tools) would become commodity components. The development of the RDISK SoC
hence required a significant development effort, to which I also contributed a lot (in particular
on the soft-core CPU and on the SDRAM memory and cache controllers).
2.1.3. The ReMIX Platform
The ReMIX project was started in 2005, in continuation of the RDISK project, in the context
of a Action Concerte´e Incitative proposal. The design of ReMIX was mainly motivated by two
observations:
– Even if attached directly at the disk output, I/O bandwidth and/or random access time
still remained to be a bottleneck and prevented from fully utilizing the power of the FPGA.
– Nand-Flash memory did not suffer from the same limitations and its price had been de-
creasing at an exponential rate. We expected that this technology would soon become a
serious competitor to magnetic storage systems.
The idea behind ReMIX was to benefit simultaneously from the high data throughput and
the short access-time that can be obtained with the parallel use of Flash memory devices, and
from the high computing density of a high-end FPGA. The goal was to obtain the largest
possible storage capability and the smallest possible random access time.
Nand-Flash memory exhibits significant differences with respect to standard memory in
the way data is accessed. In Flash technology, data is addressed at the page level, each page
containing between 512 byte and 2KB. Each access suffers from a relatively long latency (20µs),
but which remains three orders of magnitude better than a hard disk drive. The main weakness
of this technology is the relatively slow write operation, which requires a page to be erased before
it is rewritten, and the fact that the number of erase operations for a page is limited. This puts
an upper bound on the lifetime of the device, and forces designers to resort to advanced wear
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Figure 2.4.: ReMIX cluster architecture
leveling strategies as in modern Solid State Drives.
To minimize the hardware development effort, we based our design on a pre-existing third
party PCI board integrating a Xilinx Virtex-II Pro FPGA. We then designed an extension
board associating 64GB of Nand-Flash memory 4 and several smaller FPGAs for handling the
complex Nand-Flash protocol. In our system, the memory is organized in multiple parallel
banks as illustrated in Figure 2.3, enabling sustained I/O throughput of 640MB/s. A simple
host managed file system was used to allow the user to transparently manage the content of
the 64GB Flashmemory, while guaranteeing maximal throughput when accessing data during
processing stage. One weakness of this platform is the poor filter output throughput, which is
restricted to 5MB/s (the target PCI board only supporting slave I/O). A prototype cluster of
4ReMIX node (with two ReMIX board per node) was designed and validated. The cluster, rep-
resented in Figure 2.4 was used in several other projects [98], including a port of our Multimedia
application [3], that is described in the following section.
2.2. A case study: Multimedia Content-Based Image Retrieval
Content-Based Image Retrieval (CBIR) is a technique that is used to retrieve images from a
database that are (at least) partly similar to a given query image. CBIR is drawing increasing
interest due to its potential application to problems such as image and video copyright enforce-
ment. Indeed, the large use of the Internet resulted in a huge increase of multimedia content
available on the Web. Enforcing copyright has hence become a concern to its owners, and in
particularly identifying undue use of images is an important issue. Because Internet is a rapidly
changing support, there is a need for precise and fast image comparison algorithms that could
be used to inspect the web on a daily basis.
CBIR is mainly based on comparison of image descriptors of a query image with those of
database images. Descriptors may be either global, i.e., they represent some global feature of an
image (e.g., a grey level histogram) or local, in which case they describe special points of interest
in the image (e.g., corners, color changes, etc.) as depicted in Figure 2.5. In this work, we deal
with local descriptors as they were shown to be more robust since they are less dependent to
image variations than global descriptors [122].
4. In 2005, time of the design, only 32Gb Nand-Flash chips were available)
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Figure 2.5.: Local descriptors are constructed from interest points of the image
2.2.1. Similarity search algorithm
Retrieving an image is done in three steps. The first step consists in associating a set of
descriptors for the query image, typically, a few hundred vectors of 24 (or more) real components.
The second step then computes the distance between each one of the query descriptors and those
of the image database (we call this step the distance calculation stage). In the third step, we
construct, for each query descriptor, a k-nearest neighbor list which contains the k database
descriptors with the smallest distance to the query descriptor (selection stage). Finally, votes are
assigned to the images depending on their appearance in the k-nearest neighbor lists (election
stage): the image that has the largest number of votes is considered to be the best match.
The whole process is extremely time consuming: retrieving an image among a 30,000 image
database required about 1,500 seconds on a standard workstation (in 2005). This is obviously
impractical for many applications that would require low response time. The reason for this
inefficiency was 5 the lack of efficient indexing scheme for such high-dimensional space, caused by
what is known as the curse of dimensionality [37]. One solution to improve the performance of
CBIR systems was to resort to special purpose implementations. Parallelizing the application
on a parallel machine was the most natural choice, and has already been studied by a few
authors, including Robles et al. [45, 133].
In this work, we approached the problem by combining both parallelism and special-purpose
hardware. Our target architectures were the RDISK and ReMIX Platforms, and we therefore
proposed two very different hardware accelerators for the algorithm. Rather than proposing
ad-hoc solutions, we tried as much as possible to guide our design choice using high-level ana-
lytical performance models. The goal was to be able to take into consideration many different
constraints: FPGA resource constraints, bandwidth constraints, and also some statistical infor-
mation on the algorithm behavior (numerical value distribution, and run time profiling). These
models would be too complex to describe in details and we invite the reader to refer to our
publications on the topic [23, 3, 29].
2.2.2. Adapting the algorithm for hardware acceleration
The first step in porting the algorithm to hardware is to see whether it can be transformed in
order to make it more amenable to custom hardware acceleration. In the following, we describe
two of such transformations that we used in this work.
The first one is a conversion from floating-point encoding to short fixed-point integer arith-
metic. Even though floating-point operators can be implemented in programmable logic [57, 56],
5. The use of past tense is deliberate, as this fact does not hold anymore, as explained in the last section of
the chapter.
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Figure 2.6.: Descriptor values distribution search accuracy
their area efficiency and performance are still very far from that of fixed-point integer arith-
metic. Devising a custom (and short) fixed-point representation for the algorithm data has
several advantage: it improves the circuit clock speed, helps increasing the degree of parallelism
in the accelerator (more operators can be implemented for a same resource cost), and signifi-
cantly improves database scanning time, as the database size can also be reduced. Figure 2.6(a)
shows the distribution of CBIR descriptor values. The reader may notice that the range of these
values is concentrated within a narrow interval. This suggests that descriptor data is amenable
to short fixed-point encoding.
The second transformation was the choice of an alternative to the Euclidean distance metric
used to compute the distance score. In particular, a common substitute for the Euclidean (also
known as L2) distance, is the Sum of Absolute Difference (SAD) distance (also known as L1)
metric, which is more suited to hardware, and also widely used in image processing.
In the context of CBIR, there is no way to directly model the impact of a loss of accuracy (by
calculating the SQNR) of the search results. The only solution is to use extensive simulation
and to experimentally observe the impact of a given conversion scheme (scaling factor and
bitwidth) on the search results. This validation was realized through an accuracy test based
on the work of Amsaleg et al. [37]. This test considers a random image Iref taken from the
image database. From this image, it derives a set of image variations (including Iref ) using
a set of transformations (cropping, rotation, JPEG encoding, etc.) taken from the Stirmark
benchmark [122]. Each one of these images is then used as a query for the database to evaluate
the accuracy of the retrieval. Experimental results for various fixed-point bitwidth format using
L1 distance are given in Figure 2.6(b). They have been obtained for a large set of images, and
correspond to several week of running time. They show that for 8 bits fixed-point encoding and
above, accuracy is similar to the original software (whose accuracy is 85%).
The original software implementation of the algorithm took advantage of a straight-forward,
but very efficient optimization. Whenever the current distance score between a query vector
and a database vector exceeds the score of the kth-nearest neighbor (in the following, we call
threshold this value), the later is sure to never appear in the list. It is therefore useless to
continue, and the algorithm can directly proceed to the next candidate vector.
Figure 2.7(a) illustrates the efficiency of this early exit approach, as it shows that in 80%
of the cases, only three iterations are enough to discard a candidate vector. However this only
translates into a moderate speedup [23], mostly because of micro-architectural side-effects (the
optimization induces many incorrect branch predictions). Taking advantage of this optimization
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in hardware is far from trivial and may not always be the best design option.
As a matter of fact, such an optimization would be quite inefficient in practice, as the parallel
distance evaluation can only proceed to the next candidate vector once all the distances score
currently computed are discarded. The actual efficiency of the hardware would then decrease
as the level of parallelism would grow, as depicted in Figure 2.7(b).
2.2.3. Mapping CBIR on the RDISK platform
We implemented the CBIR algorithm for the RDISK prototype in 2005. The critical point in
the design of the filter was to optimize the workload balance in the execution pipeline represented
in Figure 2.8. This pipeline involves the hardware filter and the soft-core processor, but its
efficiency is also influenced by the disk I/O throughput (15MB/s) and the network throughput
(10 kB/s).
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Figure 2.8.: CBIR execution pipeline on the RDISK architecture
Although the details and motivations for all our design choices is out of the scope of this
document, we enumerate some of the most salient characteristics of our distance computation
accelerator, shown in Figure 2.9.
– The baseline architecture is a processor array, in which each processing element handles σ
independent query vectors, in a interleaved way (this corresponds to a LSGP partitioned
processor arrays as explained in Section 5.3). Hence, the array only needs a new database
vector element once every σ cycles. We chose the parameter σ such that the filter band-
width does not exceed hard-drive throughput to avoid I/O stalls. We also took advantage
of the embedded memory blocks available in the FPGA to store the query vectors and
their identifiers.
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– Because the soft-core processor was not able to sustain the distance computation stage,
and because implementing a custom sorting within the FPGA would have required too
much resource, we made the choice of taking advantage of threshold optimization described
earlier, even though its efficiency is limited.
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Figure 2.9.: Distance computation block for the RDISK architecture
We have been able to implement a 36 processors array in the FPGA, in spite of the relatively
limited resource available. The speedup over the software implementation is x5 for a single
RDISK node, leading to a global performance improvement between x100 and x200 for a full
48RDISK cluster, depending on the number of descriptors in the query image.
2.2.4. Mapping CBIR on the ReMIX platform
The second implementation targeted the ReMIX prototype where the architectural con-
straints were completely different. In particular, due the high bandwidth at the Flash memory
output (640MB/s), there was no need to use LSGP partitioning (see Section 5.3) to reduce the
architecture throughput as for RDISK. Additionally, the relative abundance of resource on the
FPGA allowed us to consider a massively parallel architecture, consisting of multiple pipelines
within a single FPGA, as illustrated in Figure 2.10.
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Figure 2.10.: System level view of the whole ReMIX CBIR search pipeline
The main difference, as shown in Figure 2.11, is that the ReMIX distance accelerator does
not leverage dynamic threshold as in the case of RDISK. Our motivation for disabling this
optimization was the area overhead induced by the handling of the threshold. This overhead
had in turn a negative impact of the number pipelines that could fit on the FPGA, and we
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Figure 2.11.: Distance computation block for the ReMIX architecture
observed that the (limited) performance benefits of the optimization did not compensate for the
loss of parallelism. In our distance computation processor, a processing element outputs a new
score every 24 cycles. Therefore at most 24 processors can be implemented within a processor
array if we want to avoid I/O conflicts on the score output pipeline.
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Figure 2.12.: Filtering and sorting blocks for the ReMIX architecture
This continuous stream of results also poses additional challenges to the filtering and sorting
steps, which now also need to be performed on-the-fly. For this purpose, we have designed a
custom component described in Figure 2.12. This component holds (and updates) a list of 24
thresholds to filter out the results of the distance component. It is also in charge of updating
the sorted list of nearest neighbors for each of the 24 descriptors handled by the processor array.
Thanks to the highly selective nature of the filtering process, this sequential sorting component
is able to sustain the average throughput from the distance computation component, and does
not cause any stall in the pipeline.
Bitwidth 24 bits 16 bits 12 bits 8 bits 3 bits
Query Time (sec) 50 40 28.5 20 12.5
Speed-up factor 18 22 31 45 72
Number of pipelines 4 5 7 10 16
Table 2.1.: Search time and speed-up for varying bitwidth
The observed speed-up factor over the original software implementation (with the early exit
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optimization) was 45. In other words a single ReMIX system is as efficient as a cluster of 45
PCs. While this acceleration factor only holds for descriptors encoded as 8 bit integers, we
estimated the corresponding results for different bitwidth by implementing as many processor
lines as possible on the FPGA and use this result to estimate the corresponding speed-up. These
performance projections are summarized in Table 2.1.
2.3. Discussion
In this section, we briefly discuss, in retrospect, the contributions and results presented in
this chapter, starting by our work on reconfigurable platforms.
Discussing the RDISK and ReMIX projects six years after their end turned out to be in-
structive and a bit disappointing at the same time. One observation is that, as we speculated,
Flash memory would replace magnetic drives sooner or later. While this prediction is not com-
pletely realized, it is definitely in its way, as the SSD market is literally booming. Still, only
few attempts have actually been made to fully take advantage of the opportunities they offer
as very high-performance custom mass storage, by fully utilizing the aggregate bandwidth of
several chips, rather than staying tied to a standard hard-disk interface such as SATA. A notable
exception is the Fusion-IO company 6, which provides high performance PCI-express solutions
based on flash memory.
Another observation is that, in spite of all its potential benefits, the idea of coupling process-
ing power to storage device (and to use FPGA for database processing) is still not mainstream.
Although FPGAs are commonly used in high performance storage systems, their role is still
restricted to low-layer error correction and/or arbitration. However, the idea of attaching a
FPGA to a hard disk drive for coprocessing was successfully demonstrated by the Netezza com-
pany [33] in 2006 (now owned by IBM), with their SPU blade, which is strikingly similar to our
RDISK prototype.
Nevertheless the impact of our work remained limited, and seems to have been ignored (in
spite of its obvious relevance and similarity) by almost all recent contributions advocating the
use of reconfigurable technologies for database processing platforms [141, 101, 49, 113]. This
is however not so surprising and actually shed the light on a questionable habit in the custom
computing community to often too quickly claiming for (re)inventing the wheel.
The work that we carried in these two projects required a huge investment in development
effort, and one may conclude that designing and proposing original and innovative custom
hardware architectures is not a viable research topic. Such as statement however need to be
nuanced. This remains an important research topic, which currently suffers from one big issue:
building real hardware prototypes for such systems is now out of reach for academic research.
In the mean time, providing quantitative evidence on a prototype to backup the relevance of a
new type of machine is mandatory. In my opinion, rather than trying to build real machines,
custom computer architects should follow the way processor architects have been doing for more
than a decade, and what supercomputer designers now also do: basing their experimentation
on accurate simulators and/or models. These simulations could be carried at several different
levels of abstraction of the machine (for example VPR for modeling the FPGA circuit [106],
SocLib [155] for gathering cycle accurate platform level performance metrics, Orion [160] for
modeling complex interconnect, etc).
Regarding our work on CBIR, it turns out to be of little practical interest today, as there is
no more need for hardware accelerators in CBIR systems. Over the last few years, the curse of
dimensionality was partially warded off and there now exist methods that reduce search time
6. http://www.fusionio.com
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by orders of magnitude (to a few ten of milliseconds) while enabling very accurate results [99].
As a matter of fact, the only place where the use of FPGAs could still make a lot of sense is
in the extraction of such descriptors, that requires a lot of processing power and relies on well
known image processing algorithms that would be a good match for hardware acceleration [81].
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Chapter 3
Massively Parallel Accelerator for
HMM Profile Base Sequence search
The following chapter discusses contributions on the design of hardware accelerators for
Hidden Markov Models (HMM) profile based sequence search, a widely used application in
bioinformatics. The work presented below started in late 2006 in the context of the ReMIX and
RDISK projects, while we were looking for new bioinformatics target applications. HMM based
profile search, and more particularly the HMMER suite, turned out to be a challenging problem
in terms of parallelization. I started working on the problem on my own (with support from
Patrice Quinton), and the results lead to an initial contribution [9, 10] presented in Section 3.2.
The results were later extended by Naeem Abbas (supervised by Patrice Quinton) in the context
of his PhD [1]. This later work was carried in close collaboration with Sanjay Rajopadhye from
Colorado State University.
This chapter is organized as follows, we will first start with a short presentation of the ap-
plication (namely HMM Profile Bases similarity search), by explaining its role in bioinformatics
and by detailing one of its most compute intensive kernel. In Section 3.2, we show how it is
possible to derive an efficient processor array architecture for this application, even though the
kernel does not admit any parallel schedule. The following section focuses on the kernel itself,
and proposes a rewriting of the algorithm to make it amenable to an efficient parallel execution
scheme based on prefix-scan operations. The chapter is closed by a survey of contributions
related to ours, followed by a discussion on the relevance of FPGA based hardware accelerators
in high performance biocomputing infrastructures.
3.1. Profile based sequence comparison
Sequence homology search tools are one of the most important kind of applications in com-
putational molecular biology. In such applications, the protein sequences of unknown character-
istics are compared against database of known sequences in order to predict protein functions
and to classify protein families.
For this problem, techniques based on profile Hidden Markov Models (HMMs) [127, 62, 93]
have shown to give very good results. Their strength stems from the fact that multiple sequence
alignments concentrate on the features or key residues conserved by the family of sequences.
As a consequence a profile based search can find a remote sequence homology that could not
be detected through a pairwise alignment using simpler sequence matching algorithms such as
BLAST [36] and/or Smith & Waterman [140].
A profile HMM is a regular HMM consisting of a sequence of columns. In each column, a
match state models the allowed residue, an insert state models the insertion of one or more
residues, and delete the deletion of a residue. An example of such a profile is given in Figure 3.1,
in which bold arrows represent a possible path for the target Amino acid sequence (CTTACGCTA).
Each path leads to a similarity score, the goal being the retrieval of the path with the highest
score using a modified Viterbi algorithm.
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Figure 3.1.: Structure of a Plan7 profile HMM, as used in HMMER.
3.1.1. The HMMER software suite
One of the most commonly used program for profile based sequence analysis is the open source
software suite HMMER, developed at Washington University, St. Louis by Sean Eddy [61]. Two
versions of the tool are currently used by the community, HMMER2.0 and a recent (March 2010)
HMMER3.0.
In HMMER2.0, performance profiling shows that the program spends more than 97% of
the execution time in the P7Viterbi kernel. This kernel computes a similarity score between
the profile HMM and the sequence at hand using a Viterbi dynamic programming algorithm.
Matching a single HMM against a protein database is a very time consuming process, which is
repeated many times during intensive comparisons.
HMMER3.0 is a complete redesign of the program and of its algorithms. Among other
optimizations, it introduces a new heuristic routine called MSV, that is used as a pre-filtering step
to the more costly P7Viterbi algorithm. This new execution pipeline is described in Figure 3.2.
It is important to understand that this new version (and their corresponding algorithms) has
been carefully redesigned to benefit from an efficient implementation on recent x86 multi-cores
(this is discussed in more detail in Subsection 3.3.3).
MSV filter P7Viterbi P7Forward100%
 
Figure 3.2.: The HMMER3.0 pipeline, showing the effect of the MSV filter, with %95 of the
sequences being filtered out by the heuristic.
Performance figure in sequence comparison algorithms are generally measured in Giga Cells
Updates per Second (GCUP/s), where a cell update corresponds to one update of the equations
of the algorithm. Table 3.1 shows performance figures for HMMER 2.0 and HMMER 3.0 with
and without the use of Intel SSE - SIMD extensions. The reader may find that the impact of
SIMD extension on performance to be striking, as it alone brings more than ten fold improvement
over the non-SIMD version.
HMMER globin.hmm (M=143), Pkinase.hmm (M=255), rrm.hmm (M=77), fn3.hmm (M=84)
V2 ≈ 0.03 ≈ 0.03 ≈ 0.03 ≈ 0.03
V3-noSSE 0.3 0.37 0.3 0.26
V3-SSE 5.2 7.16 2.83 2.65
Table 3.1.: Performance in GCUPS for Pfam-B.fasta
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Mi,k = max


eM (seqi,k) + max


Mi−1,k−1+TMMk
Ii−1,k−1 +TIMk
Di−1,k−1+TDMk
Bi−1 +trBk
−∞
(3.1)
Ii,k = max

 eI(seqi,k) + max
{
Mi−1,k+TMIk
Ii−1,k +TIIk
−∞
(3.2)
Di,k = max


Mi,k−1 +TMDk
Di,k−1 +TDDk
−∞
(3.3) Ei = max
{
maxk∈[0,K](Mi,k) +trMk
−∞
(3.4)
Ni = max
{
Ni−1 +trCnst0[N ]
−∞
(3.5) Ji = max


Ei +trCnst0[E]
Ji−1 +trCnst0[J ]
−∞
(3.6)
Bi = max


Ni +trCnst1[N ]
Ji +trCnst1[J ]
−∞
(3.7) Ci = max


Ci−1 +trCnst0[C]
Ei +trCnst1[E]
−∞
(3.8)
Figure 3.3.: The system of recurrence equations defining the P7Viterbikernel
Figure 3.3 shows the system of recurrence equations defining the dynamic programming
algorithm used for comparing a sequence against a profile (known as P7Viterbi kernel), where L
denotes the protein sequence length andM the length of the profile HMM. The key observations
of the equations (3.1-3.8) are that
– there is a chain of dependences in the increasing order of k in computing the values of D
in any column;
– to compute the E for any column, we need all the values of M of that column, each of
which needs a D from the previous column; and
– the value of E of a column is needed to compute any M in the next column.
Because of this, there seems to be an inherent sequentiality to the algorithm, preventing its
parallelization. The same holds for the MSVroutine, even though the use of reduction operations 1
is a simple way for exposing more parallelism. The remainder of this chapter describes two
contributions, which target the same problem: How to accelerate the HMMER application in
spite of its apparent lack of parallelism ?
3.2. Design space exploration for parallel HMMER
In this section, we will show how to use well known results from the automatic parallelization
community, to derive an efficient parallel architecture for the P7Viterbikernel. This derivation
is done incrementally, by successive refinements of the initial parallelization.
3.2.1. Exploring scheduling/mappings
Deriving a regular parallel architecture from a System of Affine Recurrent Equation (SARE)
is a well studied problem, for which many techniques have been proposed. The derivation
1. A reduction corresponds to a min/max/sum operation on all elements of a collection.
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generally uses affine (or quasi affine) space-time mappings. Space-time mappings associate to
every indexed variable of the SARE:
– A logical execution time instant that we call schedule. In the scope of this work, we target
one dimensional schedules, that take the form of an affine function of the indices written
as
s(i0, . . . , im) = s0i0 + . . .+ smim.
– A physical location, i.e, coordinates in a processor space. This location is also expressed
in the form of an affine function of the indices (that we call allocation function). In our
case, we are only interested in one-dimensional (i.e linear) arrays. We therefore have
p(i0, . . . , im) = α0i0 + . . .+ αmim.
Of course, this space-time mapping must satisfy several conditions.
– The chosen schedule must enforce all data dependencies present in the SARE. For u, v ∈ D
with v depending on u, the schedule function must guarantee that s(v) > s(u).
– The space-time mapping must be conflict-free, i.e, there must be no u and v in D such
that v 6= u, s(u) = s(v) and p(u) = p(v).
– The space-time mapping must be dense, which means that processors on the array are
active every cycle in steady state.
It can be easily shown that the best (i.e, the fastest) schedule 2 which can be found is
s(i, k) = Mi+ k, which corresponds to the original algorithm sequential schedule [126]. It has
little practical interest, apart from convincing us that there is, at first glance, no parallelism in
this algorithm.
Although loop level parallel schedules cannot be found in the P7Viterbi routine, we observe
that running the hmmsearch tool consists in completely independent matchings of a single HMM
against a large number of input sequences: these matchings can therefore run in parallel. We
model this additional parallelism by adding a new index to the SARE that identifies instances
of the kernel running in parallel. This transformation is illustrated in Figure 3.4.
M
i
L
1
k
1
Figure 3.4.: Adding a dimension to the schedule
We have taken advantage of this property to explore various scheduling/mapping strategies.
More precisely, we have obtained our final schedule through successive refinements of the space-
2. For the sake of readability, the constantM is left as a symbolic constant, in practice, M must be a compile-
time constant.
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Design #PE Memory per PE (in bytes) #pipeline stages
Wave front (σ = 1, λ = 1) N O(MA) 1
Interlaced (σ = 1, λ = 1) M O(M +A) 1
Partitioned (λ = 1) ⌈M/σ⌉ O(M + σA)) 1
Pipelined ⌈M/σ⌉ O(λM + λσA) λ
Table 3.2.: Summary of the proposed Space-Time Mappings
time mappings. A graphical representation of these schedules is given in Figure 3.5. Detailing
these mappings is out of the scope of this document, we will limit ourselves to a short description
of their characteristics.
The first schedule in Figure 3.5.(a) is aWavefront schedule, the most straightforward parallel
schedule that can be derived. It simply consists of running several independent instances of the
algorithm on the hardware. This approach suffers from conflicting memory accesses to the
transition score table, that impose these tables to be duplicated in every processing element.
Given the large size of these tables, this approach is impractical, and we therefore explored
alternative schedules to avoid such conflicts.
This was achieved in our second schedule, which we call an Interlaced schedule. In this
schedule, shown in Figure 3.5.(b), a given processor only accesses a small fraction of the tran-
sition table, enabling the distribution of this table among all the processors in the array. This
approach forces a mapping in which the number of processors is equal to the size of the profile
at hand. Given that the average profile size is 200 (see Figure 3.7(a)), this again makes the
approach impractical.
We hence applied a LSGP (Locally Sequential Globally Parallel) partitioning transformation
to address the issue. LSGP consists in tiling the iteration domain to merge several processors of
the virtual array obtained by the initial scheduling, into clusters of physical arrays, as illustrated
in Figure 3.5.(c). This transformation allows designers to control the amount of parallelism in
the application simply by choosing the cluster size (that we refer to as σ).
The last transformation is shown in Figure 3.5.(d); its role is to transform the partitioned
schedule to increase the delay (in cycles) between two dependant iterations in a given processor.
This extra delay is then used to pipeline the processor datapath to increase the array achievable
clock frequency.
A summary of the characteristics for the proposed space-time mappings is given in Table 3.2.
In this table,M is the length of the profile HMM, N is the number of instances, A is the number
of amino-acids (A = 25), σ is the size of the cluster, and λ is the number of pipeline stages
within each processor. The resulting processor array architecture, corresponding to the schedule
of Figure 3.5.(d), is given in Figure 3.6.
3.2.2. Experimental validation
Previous subsection has shown that the hardware resource usage (in terms of logic cells and
memory) of our hardware accelerator is highly dependent on the size M of the HMM model at
hand, and on design parameters such as the pipeline level λ, or the partitioning factor σ. In order
to have a more quantitative view of this resource cost, we implemented several configurations of
the processor array on a Xilinx Spartan3-4000. We tried, for each implementation, to maximize
the size of the processor array given some value of M and λ, for a chosen wordlength of 15 bits.
The results, shown in Table 3.3, indicate that for larger values of M , the limiting factor is the
number of embedded memory blocks available on the target FPGA device (BRAM column).
In our implementation, each PE performs one iteration per cycle, with clock frequencies
ranging from 40MHz to 60MHz. This has to be compared to the reported software performance
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Figure 3.5.: Space-time mappings for the P7Viterbi algorithm. The dashed blue lines represent
the schedule (i.e the order of visit) of iterations within the domain, whereas the
dotted lines correspond to iterations executed in parallel
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Figure 3.6.: Architectural template for the HMMER processor array. The shift registers depths
and the number of processor are expressed as functions of σ, λ and M
M σ NPE λ BRAM Slices fmax GCUP/s speedup
60 2 30 3 60 / 63% 16453 / 59% 60 1.8 71
120 4 30 3 90 / 93% 16534 / 59% 55 1.7 68
190 6 32 2 96 / 100% 18640 / 67% 55 1.8 70
250 8 32 2 96 / 100% 18127 / 65% 55 1.8 70
380 11 32 1 96 / 100% 20682 / 74% 40 1.28 51
500 16 32 1 96 / 100% 20171 / 72% 40 1.28 51
600 38 16 1 96 / 100% 12844 / 46% 40 0.64 25
Table 3.3.: Resource usage and performance for various motif sizes
of HMMER V2.0 back in 2006, which was 24MCUP/s on an Intel P4CPU [117]. The last two
columns of Table 3.3 give peak performance estimates for our accelerator (we assume that
the hardware is clocked at its maximum clock frequency) and corresponding speedup over the
software implementation.
However, these performance gains should be balanced by the fact that, although it is possible
to use a HMM profile of sizeM with an architecture that accommodates a maximum model size
of Mmax, only a fraction M/Mmax of the computations actually contributes to the matching
score. For example, when M = 50 and Mmax = 64, the sustained performance slips to only
78% of the peak performance.
This situation favors the use of reconfigurability: for a given value of M , we can choose
among a library of preexisting bitstreams the configuration which offers optimal performance
for that very specific value of M . Of course, such a strategy induces a hardware reconfiguration
overhead. However, given current reconfiguration latencies (125ms for a Spartan3-1000) its
impact on overall performance is very limited. On the other hand, the fact that Mmax is
constrained by Mmax = σNPE strongly restricts the number of possible configurations, and
often prevents to find a perfect match for Mmax. To illustrate this side effect, we estimated
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Figure 3.7.: Impact of profile model size on the resulting architecture
the optimal sustained performance that could be achieved by our accelerator for values of M
in the range [50, 640], for a clock speed of 33MHz. The results, given in Fig. 3.7(b), indicate
that sustained performance is significantly impacted by this phenomenon, especially for smaller
values of M .
3.3. Parallelizing through max-prefix inference
The approach that we presented in previous section relies on the fact that in practice, several
independent instances of the P7Viterbi kernels can be executed in parallel, providing additional
parallelism. This poses several problems in the case of large arrays with deeply pipelined
processors. For a 150 processor array with 3-stage pipelined processors, we have to handle 450
P7Viterbi instances. This results in huge memory costs, leading to a sub-optimal use of FPGA
computational resource.
In this work, done in collaboration with Sanjay Rajopadhye in the context of the PhD of
Naeem Abbas (supervised by Patrice Quinton), we propose a technique to rewrite the kernel
in such a way that it becomes amenable to parallel implementation at a price of a moder-
ate, constant factor increase in the computational volume. We then propose several strategies
for efficiently implementing this algorithm on an FPGA-based High Performance Computing
platform using High-Level Synthesis tools and discuss the performance that we obtained.
3.3.1. Finding hidden parallelism in P7Viterbi kernel
Rather than focusing on the dependency between X and M (related to the feed-back loop),
we have developed an alternate formulation of the equations enabling a scalable parallelization.
For our purposes, we shall focus on the equation of Di,j , defined as follows:
Di,k =


k = 1 :Mi−1[0] +A
′[0]
k > 1 :max(Di[k − 1] +B[k],
Mi−1,k +A
′[k])
(3.9)
We have shown that, using algebraic rewriting [1], it is possible to replace the chain of depen-
dency of Di,k on Di,k−1 by an expression involving a max-prefix operation. Prefix computation
is a general class of computations formally defined as follows. Given an input vector xi with
0 ≤ i < N we define its ⊕-prefix vector yi as
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yi =
i⊕
k=0
xk = x0 ⊕ x1 ⊕ . . .⊕ xi,
where ⊕ is a binary operator with associativity (and possibly commutativity, see [91] for a
more detailed definition). Prefix computations are very interesting in our context, as they can
be easily parallelized. Parallel prefix networks is a well studied problem, and there is a wealth
of research dealing with fast (i.e, parallel) implementations of prefix adders [96, 47, 92, 76, 139]
some of them being illustrated in Figure 3.8. For a comprehensive classification, describing the
trade-offs in existing network topologies, we invite the reader to refer to the work of Harris [79].
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(c) Ladner-Fischer
Figure 3.8.: Examples of parallel prefix implementation for N = 16
One of the most important aspects of these network topologies is that they allow the designer
to explore the trade-off between speed (i.e. critical path of the resulting circuit), area (number
of operators used to implement the prefix operation), and other metrics such as fan-out or
wiring length. For example, Figure 3.8.(a) shows a Brent-Kung [47] network that computes the
prefix in 2(log2N − 1) stages with 2(N − 1)− log2N operators. Similarly, Figure 3.8.(b) shows
a Sklansky network which implements a faster circuit (log2N stages) at a price of an increase
in area (N2 log2N operators).
To help the reader in understanding the benefits of this rewriting transformation, we provide
an illustration of the data dependence flow in the rewritten algorithm for a small problem size
(profile size N = 8) in Figure 3.9 . The reader can observe that the dependency Di,k −→ Di,k−1
in equation (3.3) is now converted to a max-prefix block, reducing the critical path from O(N)
to O(log2N) operations. Another consequence is that update operations for Mi,k, Ii,k and Di,k
can be executed in parallel for all values of k in the domain 0 ≤ k ≤ N .
3.3.2. Mapping the full HMMER3.0 pipeline to hardware
It can be easily seen from Figure 3.9 that in P7Viterbi, it is not possible to pipeline the
execution of consecutive stages —all the results of the ith stage are needed before any value in
the (i+1)th stage can be computed. Despite the fact we replaced the initial chain of dependency
of O(M) operations by a chain of O(log2(M)), the possibly large values of M may impact clock
frequency. Similarly, because of obvious resource constraints, it is not possible to directly map
the whole data-flow graph of Figure 3.9 on the FPGA.
We have used two circuit transformations to address these issues, namely C-Slow and Tiling.
The Tiling transformation is closely related to the partitioning of processor arrays presented in
Section 3.2. Similarly, C-Slow enables the overlapped execution of multiple kernel instances. A
summary (following the spirit of 3.2) of the impact of these transformations on the architecture
resource cost and performance is given in Table 3.4
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Figure 3.9.: Dataflow graph for one stage of the kernel (N = 8) after rewriting.
Method Area Tclk throughput
Combinational O(M) O(log2M) O(
M
log2 M
)
Tiled O(M/P ) O(log2
M
P
) O( M
log2
M
P
)
C-slow O(M) O(1) O(M)
Tiled + C-slow O(M/P ) O(1) O(M/P )
Table 3.4.: Summary of the different architectures and their space-time characteristics
3.3.3. Experimental results
Our target execution platform consists of a high-end FPGA accelerator from XtremeData
(XD2000i-FSBFPGA) with two Stratix-III FPGAs. The circuit was entirely designed using a
commercial C to Hardware compiler (Impulse CoDeveloper C-to-FPGA). The use of a High-
Level Language as input specification helped us exploring large portions architectural design
space in a short amount of time, while staying very competitive in terms of performance and
resource usage compared to a HDL implementation.
A system level view of the full HMMER3 pipeline is given in Figure 3.10. It contains five
blocks, three MSV blocks communicating with two P7Viterbi blocks). In this implementation,
the role of Sequence MUX/DEMUX is to merge/distribute interleaved sequences among compu-
tation blocks and the role of the Filter blocks is to filter out all sequences with scores lower
than the threshold. Performance and area given in Table 3.5 show that speedups of ×7.5 over
a 3GHz dual-core can be achieved on a single 3 FPGA.
M P MSV P7Vit Logic Util. M9K MLAB MHz GCUPS
64 8 6 1 128K/ 63% 864 / 100% 215Kb 103 40.0
64 8 7 1 143K/ 70% 864 / 100% 269Kb 97 44.2
128 8 3 1 105K/ 52% 864 / 100% 181Kb 95 37.2
256 8 2 1 147K/ 72% 864 / 100% 203Kb 99 51.5
512 8 1 1 79K/ 39% 675 / 78% 66Kb 89 45.7
Table 3.5.: Performance and area for our system-level implementation
3. It turns out that the board does not support the combined use of the two FPGAs
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Figure 3.10.: System level view of a complete HMMER3 hardware accelerator
This modest speedup can be explained by the fact that the new SSE implementation of
HMMER is highly optimized. An important point to make is that HMMER 3.0 was not simply
ported to take advantage of SIMD extensions. As a matter of fact, there also exists such
a port for V2.0 that brings only marginal performance improvement. In the 3.0 version, the
entire algorithm, and in particular the data encoding, were completely re-engineered to perfectly
match the Intel SIMD extensions.
Another important point of discussion is how the performance of our FPGA implementation
would perform compared to an equivalent GPU implementation. This is an important question,
since GPU offer more flexibility at a much lower cost than a typical HPC FPGA platform,
albeit at a higher cost in power/energy consumption. Unfortunately, there is currently no GPU
version of HMMER3 available for comparing the two targets.
However, we believe that, contrary to HMMER2, a GPU version of HMMER3 would only
offer marginal speedup w.r.t. the optimized SSE version. The GPU speedup for HMMER2
were reported to be in the order of ×15−×35 [159] and ×20−×70 [70] for a single GPU over
the software implementation. When looking at HMMER3 speedup results (given in Table 3.1),
it turns out that the use of an optimized SSE software implementation alone brings a speedup
factor of 20 over the non SSE version, thanks to the systematic use of sub-word parallelism.
This is comparable to the reported speedup of GPUs implementation for HMMER2, and as
GPUs do not have support for short integer sub-word parallelism, it is therefore unlikely that
GPUs will do much better than the SSE implementation neither in term of performance nor in
terms of energy efficiency.
3.4. Related Work
Because of its execution time, and of its wide use the bioinformatics community, there have
been several attempts to accelerate the P7Viterbi kernel, either using SIMD extensions [104],
parallel machines [158], GPUs [83, 159, 70], Network Processors [162] or FPGAs [107, 117,
118, 147, 146, 9, 1]. We are however not aware of any work (other than ours) on the whole
HMMER3.0 pipeline. The following section provides a short review of these approaches, with
a focus on the way authors have dealt with the lack of apparent parallelism in the P7Viterbi
kernel.
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In order to simplify its parallelization, some authors [117, 107] have suggested modifying the
original P7Viterbialgorithm by removing the outer loop carried dependency, which forbids the
use of loop level parallelism. However, this feedback-free modified algorithm induces a lot of
false-negative matches (some potentially interesting hits are missed by the algorithm). Oliver
et al. were the first to propose an approach [118] to handle the P7Viterbi feedback loop in
2007, however, their architecture is not scalable as it requires a crossbar for enabling concurrent
access of processors to transition cost tables.
In 2009, an approach based on speculative execution was proposed by Takagi et al. [147]
and Sun et al. [146]. Their idea is to speculatively ignore the dependency related to the
feedback loop, as it seldom contributes to the actual scores in the next column, and recompute
all mispredicted results whenever a mispeculation is detected. The approach has shown to be
very effective in practice, although its efficiency largely depends on the characteristics of the
query profile.
In 2010, Eusse Giraldo et al. [65] proposed another approach for accelerating P7Viterbi
on custom hardware. They use a simplified (without J state) Viterbi kernel as a filter and
passes only sequences with significant scores to the original Viterbi kernel along with divergence
algorithm [41] data. The divergence algorithm data reduces the number of cells that must be
calculated with the original Viterbi kernel by providing limits of the alignment region. The
alignment region defines where the alignment starts and ends. This approach yields an acceler-
ation of 5.8 GCUPS (Giga Cell Updates Per Second). However, the use of simplified Viterbi as
a filter may not detect multiple hit alignments, as in the case of the feed-back free approach.
Also in 2010, Ganesan et al. [70] proposed a GPU acceleration of P7Viterbi by breaking the
chain of dependency inside the kernel, following an approach that turns out to be very similar
to the one we presented in this chapter 4. The reported speed up over a factor of 100 times
on 4 Tesla C1060 GPUs in comparison with software implementation of HMMER2. However,
in contrast to their work, we leverage the full power of parallel prefix networks that provide
the freedom to explore the trade off between delay and area cost according to the architecture
requirements.
3.5. Discussion
This work has led to three publications, two in international conferences (ASAP 2007 [9],
FPT 2010 [1]) and one in an international Journal (JVLSI 2010 [10]). The article submitted in
2007 to ASAP received the conference best paper award.
One conclusion is that, even for short width integer arithmetics, FPGA accelerators may not
always significantly outperform handcrafted vectorized code. This is an important (negative)
result, yet it seems that the HPC custom computing community is still not ready to accept this
fact. Indeed, speedup claims of two order of magnitudes are often reported in the litterature.
However the performance of these FPGA implementations is only seldom compared against a
truly optimized software version (often simply because such an optimized implementation does
not exist) leading to artificial/unrealistic speedup. Interestingly, this phenomenon also holds
for GPGPUs.
We believe that the real strength of FPGA accelerators is their power efficiency more than
their performance (≈ 65W for a Intel Core Duo vs 20W for an FPGA accelerator). For our
application, the FPGA implementation represents an estimated energy efficiency improvement
of a factor of 25. However given the current relatively low cost of energy, this benefit alone does
not compensate for the high price of these accelerators (between $2k and $5k for a single FPGA
4. Our paper was submitted in June 2010, and their work was published in august 2010
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board).
The other conclusion is that C to Hardware tools do not only help decreasing design time.
They can also lead to more efficient designs, as this increase in productivity allows the designer
to explore a wider design space, leading him/her to ultimately find an architectural solution
that he/she would have missed otherwise [4]. Nevertheless, these tools still do not hide the
complexity of hardware design, and should rather be considered as tools for micro-architectural
synthesis from C, rather than true C to gate compilers. This, even more than their limited
performance improvement, is the current weakness of FPGAs for high performance scientific.
In the same way software designers now benefit from refactoring tools, which help them
maintaining and restructuring their code, we believe there is a need for hardware refactoring
tools, that would help HLS users to refine their target micro-architecture through the use of
source-to-source transformations, a topic that we address in chapter 5.
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Chapter 4
Ultra Low Power Wireless Sensor
Networks
The research topic presented in this chapter originates from several earlier work: the work
carried on low power implementations of processor arrays carried during my PhD, the work of
Ludovic L’Hours [100] dealing with the synthesis of custom processors from C programs, and
other research activities of the CAIRN group on Wireless Sensor Networks (WSN). The main
idea behind this work was to see whether it would be possible to take advantage of a combination
of hardware customization and power gating to improve the power efficiency of current WSN
platform architectures. Most of this work is the result of the PhD of Adeel Pasha (graduated
in December 2010).
The chapter is organized as follows, we start by a description of wireless sensor network
platforms and discuss the design challenges they pose. We show that existing programmable
solutions are still not energy efficient enough to deal with these challenges. We then describe
our approach, based on the notion of hardware micro-tasks, and summarize the main features of
its supporting design flow. This presentation is followed by a quantitative analysis of the energy
improvements of our approach, demonstrating its relevance. We conclude by a discussion of the
merits, limitations, and research perspectives that our approach opened.
4.1. WSN platforms design challenges
Wireless sensor network (WSN) is a promising technology with potential applications in
many domains of daily-life, such as structural-health and environmental monitoring, medicine,
military surveillance, robotic explorations etc. A WSN is composed of a large number of sensor
nodes deployed inside a region of interest or very close to it.
WSN nodes are low-power embedded devices consisting of processing and storage components
(a processor connected to a RAM and/or flash memory) combined with wireless communication
capabilities (Radio transceiver) and some sensors/actuators. Designing a WSN node is chal-
lenging, as designers must deal with strong form factor and energy constraints. For example,
WSN nodes may need to run autonomously for months using only very limited energy sources
(between ten and a few hundred mAh for small form factor Lithium batteries), or by harvesting
energy from their environment (power supply of at best 20 µW ).
Current WSN nodes are based on micro-controllers such as MSP430 [150] with typical power
dissipation of a few mW, which are still orders of magnitude too high for many candidate
applications of WSN. To address this power inefficiency, many WSN-specific controller imple-
mentations have been proposed by the academic community. These controllers try to exploit
WSN-specific event-centric behavior and/or rely on transistor or circuit level optimizations
(asynchronous logic, deep sub-threshold voltage) to achieve lower energy per instruction scores.
Table 4.1 summarizes the energy efficiency of state of the art approaches.
Although some of them show impressive energy efficiency improvements, they suffer from
many drawbacks. For instance, sub-threshold logic is highly susceptible to temperature, noise
and process variations. Also, asynchronous logic is difficult to integrate in conventional design-
flows. In some cases, it is the operating frequency range that becomes unacceptably slow (e.g.,
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Processor Voltage (V ) Frequency (MHz) Energy (pJ/inst) Normalized Energy (pJ/inst) Process
SNAP/LE [64] 0.60 23 75 52 180
Phoenix [136] 0.50 0.1 2.8 2.8 180
Charm [138] 1.03 8 96 23 130
BlueDot [128] NA 8 26 NA 130
MSP-like core [95] 0.50 0.4 27 27 65
Table 4.1.: Actual and normalized energy-efficiency for various ultra low-power WSN-specific
controllers.
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Figure 4.1.: TFGs presenting the micro-tasks running during a lamp switching application.
Phoenix processor can only operate at around 100 kHz). All of these approaches were manual
circuit level (i.e. transistor level) implementations, hence limiting their practical usability.
We believe that there is a need for an approach that relies on well understood circuit level
optimizations (s.a power gating) and that is as much automated as possible.
To help the reader understanding our approach, we will use in the following a simple toy
application (a remote lamp switching node). We assume that the application is modeled as
a Tasks Flow Graph (TFG), where task execution is triggered by events, such events being
external or produced by another task. We also restrict ourselves to tasks following a run-
to-completion semantic, as in the case of TinyOS [119], a widely used Operating System in
WSN. Figures 4.1.(a) and 4.1.(b) shows the TFGs of a lamp switching application (in receive
and transmit mode), where a transmitting node demands a receiving node to switch on/off
its lamp if a button is pressed at transmitter end. This application involves several tasks:
data transmission, data reception, wait for acknowledgment, and timer, push button and lamp
switching management, etc.
These control-oriented tasks involve sub-tasks that are spread across different layers of the
OS/communication stack. For instance, beacon and data packets (transmission and reception)
involve physical layer functions that exchange data, using a SPI-protocol, between the I/O
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Figure 4.2.: Architecture of a power gated generic micro-task (here with an 8-bit data-path).
peripherals of the MCU and the Radio transceiver. The control flow itself follows a simplified
version of RICER, a low-power MAC protocol [103].
4.2. A new hardware platform model for WSN
In this work, we propose to distribute the whole WSN node software framework into a
set of hardware micro-tasks (possibly running concurrently), to benefit from parallelism while
maintaining a high degree of specialization within each task. For example, a complete WSN
communication stack uses approximately 3500 instructions on a MSP430. By distributing the
stack functionality onto 7 micro-tasks, we can reach an average task size of 500 instructions, a
granularity level at which we can expect energy improvements. This may come at the price of
an increase in area and in static power dissipation, and we will show that our approach does
not suffer from these side-effects.
In this approach a micro-task is implemented in the form of a custom micro-architecture
synthesized from high-level behavioral (ANSI-C) specifications. The micro-architectural model
used in our flow is illustrated in Figure 4.2, and some of its characteristics can be customized
(ALU, datapath bitwidth, register file size, etc).
Although hardware customization is known to be a very efficient technique for reducing
dynamic power, it was mainly used in the context of regular and compute intensive kernels. In
this work, our interest rather goes to control dominated tasks (device drivers, MAC protocols,
routing, etc.) which form the bulk of WSN workload.
To cope with the increase of static power induced by the use of multiple hardware tasks,
we combine this customization with power-gating, a leakage power reduction technique, which
consists in turning-off the power supply of idle components. This is realized by adding a sleep
transistor between the actual Vdd (power supply) rail and the component’s Vdd as illustrated in
Figure 4.2. Needless to say, Power-gating is a valuable power reduction technique for WSNs,
which do exhibit long idle periods (with duty cycles often below 1% ).
Our approach implies that all the micro-tasks are hard-wired into silicon as custom logic
blocks. This makes post-production upgrade or bug fixing costly, Although flexibility is often
of a great concern for WSN system designers. However, when looking more carefully at actual
design practices, we can observe that the need for flexibility and reprogrammability is essentially
geared towards the user application layer, which happens to represent only a small fraction
of the WSN node processing workload, this workload being almost entirely dedicated to the
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Figure 4.3.: System-level view of a micro-task based WSN node platform
communication/OS stack.
Based on this observation, we propose to combine the best of both worlds: a small silicon
footprint instruction-set processor with a power-gating feature to implement the application
layer software, and a distributed system of micro-tasks to handle the OS-level services of the
WSN node as depicted in Figure 4.4.
This approach preserves most of the energy savings provided by specialization, while provid-
ing programmability at the application level. The system level view of such a platform is given
in Figure 4.3, its main components being detailed below:
– An application-level programmable instruction-set processor that is used to implement the
application-level code, so as to provide reprogrammability.
– A set of power-gated application micro-tasks accessing peripherals (RF, LED, sensor) and
shared memory blocks.
– A hardware System Monitor (SM) that controls and schedules the execution of all the
micro-tasks along with the application processor.
– Event triggering peripherals (e.g., wake-up timer) that send events to the SM.
A key component of the system is the System Monitor which takes the form of a hardwired
scheduler that powers on/off micro-tasks and memory blocks and prevents concurrent access to
shared resources. Because a detailed description of the SM is out of the scope of this document,
we invite the reader to refer to some of our work [27] for more details.
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Figure 4.4.: Proposed solution to tackle the issue of loss of reprogrammability.
4.3. Microtask based System Level Design flow
Because such a platform model would be completely useless without its associated CAD
tools, we have prototyped a full system level design flow, illustrated in Figure 4.5. This flow
allows a WSN platform designer to derive the complete platform HDL description from (i)
the description of the tasks behavior in C and (ii) a system level description of the platform
expressed in a custom Domain Specific Language. In the following, we outline the main features
of the flow, with a focus on the micro-task synthesis stage.
4.3.1. Synthesizing microtasks from C code
While many tools enabling the synthesis of custom hardware structure from C specifications
exist, they are poorly suited for our purpose, as they focus on compute intensive kernels. On
the contrary, WSN workloads mostly consist of firmware/device driver tasks, with irregular
execution flow dominated by complex bit-level I/O operations.
To address the shortcoming of these tools, we designed a custom hardware synthesis flow by
extending and adapting the GeCoS compiler infrastructure [105], an open source retargetable
compiler framework developed in the group. GeCoS uses a simple intermediate representation
(IR) in the form of a Control and Data Flow Graph (CDFG) which is used as an input to a
highly flexible instruction selection framework, based on a simple 1 BURG-based tree-covering
technique [69].
The originality of our approach comes from the fact that our micro-tasks are not constrained
by a pre-defined processor instruction set architecture (ISA) and we can therefore leverage a rel-
atively large number of operation patterns to obtain an efficient covering (we call this the virtual
ISA). For example, our micro-tasks use several patterns involving complex memory operands
that are common in device driver code. They also use word length specific instructions (byte,
word or long operand) to efficiently determine the required bitwidth for the micro-architecture
datapath. Our micro-task virtual ISA is highly customizable with minimum development ef-
forts. As an illustration, Figure 4.6 shows some of the complex patterns that we try to match
in the IR. While being complex in terms of operations, such patterns can be easily mapped to
hardware, and hence are good candidates for being executed on custom functional units.
The machine-specific IR obtained through instruction selection and register allocation is then
transformed into a FSM, in which each instruction is mapped to a sequence of microcode (i.e.,
FSM states) used to control the micro-task datapath. This transformation stage also involves
a word length conversion step in which instructions operating on 16 bit or 32 bit operands
may be transformed into sequential byte and half-byte level microcode. This transformation
1. There exist very sophisticated approaches for instruction selection (e.g. instruction selection of DAG pat-
terns [102, 108]), but they are not very relevant for dynamic control dominated kernels.
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Pattern Action Comments
SET(INDIR(INT),AND(INDIR(INT),INT)) andIO#ioPort,#const PerformsanANDoperationofanI/Oportwithaconstantvalue
SET(INDIR(INT),INT) movIO#ioPort,#const MovesaconstantvaluetoanI/Oport
SET(INDIR(INT),OR(INDIR(INT),reg8)) orIOB#ioPort,rByte_2 PerformsanORoperationofanI/Oportandan8 ?bitvariable
ADD(mem,reg8) addGB@(rByte_3),rByte_2 Addsandstoresan8 ?bitvariabletoamemorylocation
SET(GLOBAL,AND(GLOBAL,INT) andiG@(symbol),#const PerformsanANDoperationofthememorycontentspointedbya
symboltoaconstantvalue
Figure 4.6.: Some of the rules followed in our instruction selection phase, where rByte 2 and
rByte 3 are 8-bit temporaries.
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helps matching the characteristics of the underlying micro-task datapath, and exploring various
area/performance trade-off. This word length exploration turn out to be valuable in that it helps
determining the best trade-off between performance and area for a given task. For example, the
use of an 8 bit in place of a 16 bit datapath will decrease the performance and area cost but
increase the power energy efficiency of the controller.
From the set of instruction patterns used in the selection phase, and after the wordlength
transformation, we derive the template of the micro-task datapath. This datapath is trimmed
down to provide the minimum-required functionality (types of operators and number of registers)
to execute the task at hand.
The micro-task generation flow extensively uses the tools and facilities provided by the Eclipse
Modeling Framework (EMF), a Model-Driven Engineering (MDE) framework. More precisely,
we defined a meta-model enabling the specification of complex custom micro-architectures as
an assembly of a FSM and datapath components (e.g., register file, ALU operators, single-port
ROM, I/O ports). We also took advantage of the template based code generation facilities
provided by the Xpand [151] framework to develop a synthesizable VHDL back-end for the
micro-task description.
4.3.2. System-Level Synthesis
Because most power-gating task activation/deactivation policies are difficult to express in a
language such as C, we designed a Domain Specific Language (DSL) that is used to specify the
system-level platform model (e.g. micro-tasks, shared memories, peripherals, etc.). As detailing
the syntax of the language is out of the scope of this document, we will therefore only sketch
the construction of the language by providing a simple example shown in Figure 4.7.
In this DSL, each micro-task of the system is linked to a specific C function that specifies
the behavior of the task. It also specifies the event configuration that can trigger the task
activation and registers the events that can be produced by a task. Similarly, the DSL is used
to specify, for each task, which global variables are live (still used) or dead (e.g. their content
can be lost without harm) at the end of the task execution. This information is combined with
the allocation of variables and arrays to specific memory blocks in the platform.
Using the information mentioned above, it is possible to derive the complete platform descrip-
tion, including the System Monitor hardwired control logic. The DSL was entirely developed
using MDE tools, and in particular Xtext/Xpand [151], for specifying the DSL concrete syntax
and for the code generation stage.
Figure 4.5 shows the complete design-flow for micro-task based node generation: it takes as
inputs the application description modeled as a TFG using the DSL, and each tasks written in
C, outputs VHDL code for the node.
4.4. Experimental results
Providing a strong quantitative analysis of the approach through benchmarking is crucial for
our work. However, even if there has been several attempts to profile the workload of a generic
WSN node, only few of these research results are actually usable in our context.
We selected our benchmarks from the two benchmarks for WSNs workloads that we are
aware of: SenseBench [116] and WiSeNBench [115]. We also added additional tasks taken
from PowWow, an open-source WSN platform [84] developed in the group. The synthesis
was performed for both 130 nm and 65 nm CMOS technologies using Design Compiler from
Synopsys.
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system send_receive_data {
include "send_receive.gecos"
events { extPB, extET, beacon_Sent, data_Received, 
ack_Sent, timeOut0, timeOut1, timeOut2, receiver_OFF, transmitter_OFF, 
counter_Start, beacon_Received, data_Sent, ack_OK, ack_NOK, radio_OFF}
memory memB [gated] {
contains globals {neigh_IdX,neigh_IdY, receiveFrame, sentFrame, pushButtonStatus} 
};
memory memC [permanent] {                            
contains globals {my_IdX, my_IdY}
};
ioModule led {
contains ports { port LED 8}
};
ioModule pushButton {
contains ports { port PUSHBUTTON 7}
};
ioModule cc2420 {
contains ports { port P2IN 0, port P5OUT 1, port U1TCTL 2, port U1RXBUF 3, 
port U1TXBUF 4, port URXIFG1 5, port IFG 6}
};
microTask receiveData {
activates With { beacon_Sent }
produces { data_Received }
reads ioModule { cc2420 }
writes memory { memB }
};
microTask sendBeacon {
activates With { extET }
produces { beacon_Sent }
writes ioModule { cc2420 }
reads memory { memC }
};
}
Figure 4.7.: An example of the system level DSL.
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8-bit Micro-task
Task No. time Power Energy P. Gain E. Gain Area
Name States (µs) (µW) (pJ) (x) P1/P2 (x) E1/E2 (µm2)
130 nm65 nm130 nm65 nm 130 nm 65 nm 130 nm 65 nm 130 nm65 nm
crc8 71 4.4 30.09 8.0 132.4 35.3 292/32 1095/32 339/37 1272/37.3 5831.7 1762
crc16 103 6.4 46.92 12.4 300.3 79.2 187/20.4 710/21 140.5/15.3532.8/15.5 8732.5 2678
tea-decipher 586 36.6 84.5 22.6 3090 827 104/11.4 389/11.3 78/8.55 292.6/8.6 19950 6138
tea-encipher 580 36.2 87.3 23.3 3160 845 101/11 377/11 75/8.2 281/8.3 20248 6230
fir 165 10.3 75.3 20.4 775.6 209.7 116/12.8 432/12.5 123.8/13.4 458/13.3 13323.7 4124
calcNeigh 269 16.8 74.3 20.1 1248.2 337.8 118/12.9 437/12.7 142.4/15.5 526/15.4 14239.4 4454
snd2SPI 672 42 33.3 8.84 1400.3 371.3 264/28.8 995/29 198.5/21.7 748/21.7 10578 3434
rcvFromSPI 332 20.7 27.3 7.4 565 153.2 322/35 1189/34.6247.6/26.7 913/26.8 5075.3 1561
Table 4.2.: Power and energy gain of 8-bit micro-tasks over MSP430 (@ 16MHz). Here, P1 and
E1 are the power and energy gains w.r.t. tiMSP whereas P2 and E2 are the power
and energy gains w.r.t. openMSP.
16-bit Micro-task
Task No. time Power Energy P. Gain E. Gain Area
Name States (µs) (µW) (pJ) (x) P1/P2 (x) E1/E2 (µm2)
130 nm65 nm130 nm65 nm 130 nm 65 nm 130 nm 65 nm 130 nm65 nm
crc8 71 4.4 55.3 14.71 242.6 64.72 159.6/17.4 598.2/17.4 185.1/20.2693.7/20.3 10348 3097
crc16 73 4.56 55.0 14.69 251.0 66.98 159.8/17.4 599/17.4 168.1/18.3 630/18.4 10280 3102
tea-decipher 308 19.2 152.8 40.85 2940 784.3 57.6/6.2 215.4/6.3 82/9 308.5/9.04 27236 8380
tea-encipher 306 19.1 152.3 40.61 2910 776.0 57.8/6.3 216.7/6.3 81/8.93 306.2/9 27069 6211
fir 168 10.5 144.2 39.03 1514 409.8 61.02/6.7 225.5/6.56 63.4/6.9 234.3/6.8 23547 7164
calcNeigh 269 16.8 142.4 38.58 2392 648.1 61.8/6.7 228/6.4 74.3/8.1 274/8 24745 7613
snd2SPI 672 42 58.1 15.53 2440 652.2 151.5/16.5 566.6/16.5 114/12.4 426/12.52 14863 4771
rcvFromSPI 332 20.7 50.0 13.67 1036 283.0 175.8/19.2643.7/18.72 135/14.7 494/14.42 9485 2858
Table 4.3.: Power and energy gain of 16-bit micro-tasks over MSP430 (@ 16MHz). Here again,
P1 and E1 are the power and energy gains w.r.t. tiMSP whereas P2 and E2 are the
power and energy gains w.r.t. openMSP.
Power and area estimations are given in Tables 4.2 and 4.3. As expected, the power dissipated
by FSMs increases with their number of states, following a sub-linear relation. As a result, an
8 bit micro-task consumes nearly half the power and silicon area of a 16 bit micro-task, suggesting
that the FSM of a micro task consumes much less power than its associated datapath. For tasks
mostly involving word lengths greater than 8 bits, the total energy consumption of an 8 bit and
16 bit micro-task is nearly the same. On the other hand, for applications where 8 bit word length
operations dominate, an 8 bit micro-task consumes half the energy of a 16 bit micro-task.
We also synthesized the openMSP -core for 130 nm process to get an estimate of its silicon
footprint, which is 75000µm2. To evaluate the area overhead of our micro-task based decom-
position, we took as a baseline the cumulated area cost of all the microtasks of our case study,
that is roughly 48000µm2 (2/3 of the openMSP) for the same technology. This shows that our
approach is also competitive in terms of hardware resource usage. Of course, our main concern
is energy savings, and we also evaluated the savings that could be obtained against off-the-shelf
MCUs by considering two different versions of the MSP430:
– tiMSP, a TI MSP430F21x2 using the datasheet information (8.8mW @16MHz in active
mode) which includes memory and peripherals,
– openMSP, an open-source MSP430 processor core without accounting for program and
data memory. Statistical power for 130 nm technology was estimated to be 0.96mW @
16MHz.
The exact energy-efficiency in terms of Joules/instruction of micro-tasks cannot be measured,
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Figure 4.9.: Time distribution of snd2SPI task duty cycle.
as micro-tasks are not instruction-set processors. Hence, we used a notion of Joules/task as used
by Hempstead et al. [80] in their work. Since these micro-tasks are comparable to the MSP430
in terms of execution time, we used the instruction count for MSP430 implementation and the
actual energy consumption of the hardware micro-task (for each application and control task)
to estimate equivalent energy efficiency.
The results in terms of energy efficiency improvement (for the openMSP) are summarized
in Figure 4.8. They show significant energy efficiency improvements, ranging from a factor of 8
(in the most pessimistic case) to more than 35 (for the optimistic case). The results are roughly
ten time better for the TI-MSP430 as the openMSP core is ten times more energy efficient than
the latter (as a matter of fact, we expect the actual energy efficiency of the full MSP430 with its
memory to lie somewhere in between these two results). For the sake of completeness, and to
show that its impact on the energy budget is limited, we also synthesized the System Monitor
for our lamp-switching WSN node. Results confirmed our expectations, as the later dissipates
a mere 12µW at 16MHz.
Even though the above result are very encouraging, they only show the dynamic power sav-
ings obtained through specialization. In the context of WSN with low duty-cycles (as illustrated
in Figure 4.9), static power plays an important role in the global power budget. In particular,
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Figure 4.10.: Time distribution of snd2SPI task duty cycle.
the ability to reduce the sleep and wake up delays from/to power gated mode can also contribute
to energy reduction, as components continue dissipating dynamic and static power during this
transient state.
To obtain accurate timing information, we have performed transistor level simulation using a
simple load model for micro-tasks (see figure Figure 4.10.(a)). The results of these simulations
are shown in Figure 4.10.(b) and Figure 4.10.(c). The estimated turn-on and turn-off delays
(between cut-off and active mode) are 38 ns and 451 ns for a 3000 gate equivalent component (a
representative area cost for a micro-task).
Considering this static power, a chosen time period of 100ms and by using a simple analytical
model (see the full paper [27] for more information) we calculated the overall energy saving for
snd2SPI micro-task over a complete period of task-activation. For this representative example
the combined use of specialization and power gating lead to an energy reduction of a factor of
138 over the MSP430, considered as a reference for its extremely low static power dissipation.
4.5. Discussion
The design flow presented in this chapter is a complete end-to-end flow, on which we started
working in late 2007 with the PhD thesis of Adeel Pasha. We first started studying the prob-
lem at the transistor level, to first evaluate the relevance of power-gating for fine to medium
grain circuits. As the results that we obtained were promising, we decided to prototype a com-
plete software flow starting from so-called system level specification [26] down to synthesizable
hardware [25].
This prototype helped us obtaining more solid quantitative evidence of the relevance of the
approach, and lead to the publication of four articles in conferences [26, 25, 24, 28], including a
paper presented at the IEEE/ACM Design Automation Conference in 2010. A journal article
has also been written and was accepted in July 2011 in the ACM Transactions on Design
Automation for Embedded Systems. The work done in this PhD is being continued by Vivek
Tovinakere, who is currently addressing the problem of providing accurate high-level analytical
timing and energy models for power gated blocks, to avoid complex and long transistor level
simulations [5, 6].
Designing a complete design flow in less than two years was definitely a challenge, especially
given the fact that the PhD student who did most of the implementation work 2 had little
experience in programming an no notion of compiler design. Even if this work did not lead to
outstanding contributions in terms of new synthesis techniques and/or algorithms (it was not
the topic of the work), it still looks to me like an achievement.
2. an Electrical Engineering major.
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I believe part of this success was made possible by systematic use of Model Driven Software
Design, which helped us a lot in formalizing all the models (system-level, RT-level, etc.) used
in the flow and provided us with the adequate facilities for building their associated toolset
(parser, code generators, etc). This success also demonstrates that even non computer science
experts can (and should) make use of these technologies, which work both as productivity and
creativity boosters.
S
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y
Supervision: Adeel Pasha, graduated in 2010, 70%, now assistant professor at University
of Engineering and Technology, Lahore (Pakistan)
Journal: ACM Transactions on Design Automation for Embedded Systems
(accepted for publication in July 2011) [27]
Conferences: IEEE/ACM Design Automation Conference 2010 [25]
Euromicro Conference on Digital System Design 2010 [26]
IEEE International Symposium on Circuits and Systems 2009 [24]
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Chapter 5
Synthesis of Hardware accelerator
for regular computations
The contributions presented in this chapter are spread over a relatively large time frame
(from 2003 to 2011). They still tackle the same problem: how to automatically synthesize
parallel custom hardware from representations of programs based on the polyhedral model.
The chapter is organized as follows, we will first start by a short summary of the principles
behind the polyhedral model, along with an overview of existing techniques and tools used
for the synthesis of custom hardware from such representations. This survey is followed by a
detailed description of our three contributions, each of them being related to a distinct approach.
To the contrary of previous chapters, we discuss the results of our approaches in each section.
5.1. Representing loop nests as polyhedrons
Regular and repetitive computation patterns (such as those found in nested loops) are known
to be interesting candidates for hardware acceleration, as (i) they often represent the compute
intensive kernels in a program and (ii) their regular structure makes them amenable to advanced
analyses and transformations, such as those offered by the polyhedral model.
These analyses and transformations techniques leverage on theoretical foundations that date
back to the early 80s. However, this model only recently found its way within optimizing and
parallelizing compilers. This increasing adoption is mainly due to a recent renew of interest for
automatic parallelization techniques, mainly motivated by the outbreak of muti-core architec-
tures. This revival led to many breakthroughs (both practical and theoretical) over the last few
years [39, 44, 124, 125, 35].
The core idea behind the polyhedral model is to provide a compact iteration wise representa-
tion of static control loop nests using integer polyhedrons. The approach supports imperfectly
nested loops with affine array accesses and affine guards (Static Control Parts [40]), although
recent work has addressed its extension to wider classes of programs [43, 51]. In the following
we will call SCoPs such static control parts of programs.
The polyhedral model enables powerful analyses and transformations ranging from data lo-
cality optimizations to automatic parallelization. The model provides a unified framework in
which it is possible to express (and check the legality of) complex combinations of loop trans-
formations, leading to much more efficient generated code than those obtained by combining
independent transformations [71].
In the polyhedral model, all program transformations are expressed as affine (or quasi affine)
transformations of the statement domains. The transformed program is obtained through a code
generation phase that reconstructs the new loop nests from the transformed domains. Figure 5.1
illustrates such a transformation, where the chosen schedule expresses a combination of a loop
interchange transformation followed by a loop strip-mining. The reader may notice that in this
new program, the innermost loop can be easily vectorized as it does not carry dependencies.
Although most of the existing tools and techniques are geared toward general purpose and/or
parallel machines, they can also be used in the context of hardware synthesis, as explained in
the following subsection.
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Figure 5.1.: Illustration of a polyhedral based loop transformation flow. Each statement is
associated to a polyhedral domain. In the figure, dependencies between statement
instances are represented by arrows.
5.2. From processor arrays to process networks
There exist several different approaches (and tools) for synthesizing nested loops onto custom
hardware accelerators. Figure 5.2 provides an overview of the different approaches, detailed
below.
Synthesizing Regular Processor Arrays
The idea of exploiting the regularity of loop structures to derive parallel architectures is
not new, and this research problem has received a lot of attention in the 80s thanks to the
seminal work of Kung and Leiserson in 1978 [94]. This led to the concept of systolic arrays,
later generalized as regular processor arrays, that can be seen as a regular multidimensional
mesh of very simple processor cells, supporting a nearest neighbors communication topology.
The work on processor arrays also led to important contributions in automatic paralleliza-
tion [126, 161], and design automation [163], which led to semi automatic design tools such
as MMAlpha [74] and PARO [60, 77]. Many important applications in the field of signal pro-
cessing and linear algebra have shown to be well suited systolic arrays, and there exist some
application domains (in particular in wireless communications) where (small scale) processor
arrays are implemented as building blocks of more complex systems. However, it turns out that
processor array architectures (and their supporting design methodologies) suffer from important
limitations:
– Experience has shown that automatically determining a mapping and a scheduling that
would be competitive with a manual design is a difficult (and still open) problem.
– The constraints on the architecture are often too restrictive and limit the set of applications
and/or kernels amenable to efficient mappings.
– The architectures derived using those methodologies are poorly suited to a mapping on
heterogeneous multi-processor platforms.
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Figure 5.2.: An overview of existing hardware synthesis flows based on the polyhedral model
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Among these limitations, the later two are probably the most severe, and hence motivated
the search for alternative approaches, better suited to current hardware platforms.
Deriving Hardware Process Networks
Rather than trying to map the computation to a processor grid, the Compaan framework [153,
90, 152] instead proposes to produce a Process Network representation of the program, known
as Polyhedral Process Networks (PPN) [154]. In this approach, operations of the program
are mapped to different concurrent processes, communicating through FIFOs enforcing Kahn
Process Networks semantics [86] (blocking read, non blocking write). This model is much more
suited to an implementation on heterogeneous multi-core platform, as it focuses on more coarse
grain (task-level) parallelism and does not require shared memory.
An interesting property of PPN is that deriving such a model does not involve determining
a (legal) global schedule for the computations, something known to be difficult. Instead, the
PPN relies on data-flow synchronization (through FIFO buffers and local reordering memory)
to ensure that a process firing cannot happen before all its operands are available.
However, this flexibility is also one of the main weakness of the approach. Because every
statement of the program is mapped to its own process, the resulting process network is highly
dependant on the initial input program specification (and its implicit underlying schedule). This
may lead to network sizes that are not suited to the target platform and/or requirements (e.g.,
too many nodes will induce too much scheduling overhead, while to few nodes may underutilize
the platform resources). A lot of work has therefore been carried on process splitting/merging
transformations [109, 144], so that the designers have tighter control on the characteristics of
the generated network.
Optimizing Pipelined Accelerators
A more recent trend aims at taking advantage of the huge progress in High-Level Synthesis
in the last ten years, and also of the large choice of robust and mature tools that nowadays
exist [73, 30, 32].
All these “C to hardware tools” significantly slash down design time. However their ability
to generate efficient accelerators is still limited, and relies on the designer to expose parallelism
and to use appropriate data layout in its source program. Therefore, there is a growing interest
for source-to-source compilers, which could be used as front-end automatic parallelization tools,
to derive heavily pipelined (and possibly vectorized) hardware accelerators. This is the case for
Gecos-S2S4HLS [130] and Chuba [123] frameworks, which aim at providing a polyhedral based
loop transformation toolbox for improving the efficiency of HLS tools for nested loops.
Summary of the contributions
All contributions presented in this chapter are related to one of the three approaches depicted
in Figure 5.2.
The first work presented in this chapter (Section 5.3) is in the direct continuation of my
PhD, which focused on the synthesis of efficient processor arrays, through the use of partitioning
transformations [12, 15, 14, 11, 13] and on automatic interface synthesis for linear processor
arrays [16, 8]. The goal of this work was to study how to extend our previous results to handle
the derivation of efficient I/O interfaces for arbitrary dimensions partitioned processor arrays.
The second contribution (Section 5.4) was a result of my stay as a post-doc in 2003 at
Leiden University in the group of Ed Deprettere. During this period, I continued working on
the problem of automatic hardware synthesis, this time in the context of the Compaan/Laura
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framework [165, 153]. More precisely, the goal was to synthesize efficient hardware process
networks [18] following the Polyhedral Process Network operational semantics [154].
Since late 2009, I have been working, in the context of the Nano 2012 research program
between Inria and STMicroelectronics, on nested loops source-to-source transformations for
High-Level Synthesis tools for GeCoS compiler infrastructure. The topics addressed in this
work revolve around nested loop pipelining and efficient code generation and are developed as
part of the PhD thesis topic of Antoine Morvan.
5.3. Efficient I/O management in processor arrays
The high-level synthesis research community has mostly focused on deriving efficient dedi-
cated hardware accelerators from high-level specifications. The problem of automatically gen-
erating interfaces between these accelerators and the rest of the hardware system has received
only little attention.
However, as most designers can tell, such interface is often a very tedious and error-prone
part of a design. Moreover, a poorly designed interface can drastically reduce the actual accel-
erator performance. This problem is even strengthened for stream processing applications; huge
parallelism present in the accelerator can be ruined by an inefficient handling of data-stream
communications.
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(b) Static I/O management
Figure 5.3.: Two different approach for interfacing 2D processor arrays
In this work, we tackled the problem for multi-dimensional partitioned processor arrays. Pure
systolic architectures are impractical because of the huge throughput and resource requirements.
As a consequence, several strategies have been proposed to derive processor arrays under re-
source or I/O constraints [137, 112, 85, 53, 52, 55], leading to a deep understanding of the
partitioning transformation [149, 67, 55, 15, 12].
However, these approaches did not address the interface issue, which is how to efficiently
integrate the resulting architectures within a complete system. This problem was studied in the
case of linear processor arrays [120, 121, 8, 68], where data is entering the array from a single
processor element. However the problem of multi-dimensional processor arrays did not receive
much of attention, but from the PARO project [42] and the Pico tool [135].
Interfacing multi-dimensional arrays is more difficult than 1D arrays because many data can
enter the array simultaneously. At some point, this data have to be sequentialized in a FIFO-like
channel that can be connected to a memory through a bus or a network on chip with reduced
scalability.
By carefully choosing the partitioning parameters, the designer can adapt on average the
bandwidth required by the processor array to the bandwidth available on the communication
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medium [12]. However, there is no guarantee that two processors of the array will not access the
bus simultaneously. A natural solution is to implement a dynamic resolution of the conflicting
accesses with an arbitration mechanism, as suggested in [135] and as illustrated in Figure 5.3(a).
In this work, we have proposed an alternative solution by showing that a static schedule
without conflicts can be found for I/Os of partitioned array processors. More precisely we pro-
pose a technique to derive a conflict free I/O pipeline along the processor array boundaries.
Thanks to this static I/O schedule, the hardware area can be made smaller by using small
shift registers rather than dynamic arbiters, as shown in Figure 5.3(b). Moreover, the fact that
the I/O schedule is known in advance enables more advanced burst mode communications and
prefetching techniques. Our methodology was experimentally validated by a vhdl implemen-
tation of a partitioned matrix-product array, and its results compared to a bus arbiter based
approach.
5.3.1. Conflict free I/O schedules in partitioned processor arrays
To illustrate the techniques used in this work, it is necessary to briefly describe the main
ideas behind processor partitioning techniques. The goal of partitioning is to reduce the level of
parallelism in processor arrays by partitioning the original processor array into parallelepipedic
tiles, using a family of hyperplanes. Two partitioning strategies have been proposed, which can
be combined through a hierarchical partitioning approach.
– Locally Parallel Globally Sequential (LPGS) [111] partitioning, consists in executing all
computations within a partition in parallel and atomically. This execution is performed
on a smaller processor array, whose size corresponds to the partition size.
– Locally Sequential Globally Parallel (LSGP) [48, 52, 54] partitioning consists in executing
the partitions concurrently, by using a single processor per partition, which scans all the
iterations within that partition.
In this work, we are interested in the LSGP scheme. LSGP is a very efficient transformation
to reduce the I/O bandwidth of the processor array, as the I/O throughput decreases as the size
of the partition grows. The LSGP transformation is illustrated in Figure 5.4 and Figure 5.5,
where the partition is a simple 2× 3 rectangle. In this example the three processors along the
vertical axis perform an I/O only once every three cycles instead of every cycle in the original
array, hence matching (in average) the FIFO throughput.
However, as depicted in Figure 5.4, if we assume that data is broadcasted from the FIFO to
each processor, the resulting schedule may lead to some conflicts, as several processors need to
access the FIFO output at the same time instant. On the other hand, if we assume another
communication mechanism, for example a pipeline in reverse order of the processors vertical
axis (with one register per processor) as in Figure 5.5, the I/O schedule is now conflict free.
We proposed a method to determine automatically the set of legal (i.e, conflict free) data
pipelines, by expressing constraints on the pipeline direction (forward or reverse) and on the
number of registers between processors. These informations are derived from both the processor
array initial schedule and partitioning parameters.
5.3.2. Experimental results
To illustrate the benefits of our approach, we compared our interface implementation to an
alternative one based on a run-time management of the I/O conflicts. In this case, whenever two
or more processors have to perform an I/O for the same stream at the same time, a hardware
arbiter is used to select the access to be scheduled first. We prototyped (in vhdl) the two
approaches for a matrix-matrix product. The choice of this basic example does not affect the
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Figure 5.4.: Conflicting I/O schedule: at time t = 1, 2, 7, 8, several processors access the FIFO
(conflicts shown as large black circles).
Figure 5.5.: The I/O schedule is dense (FIFO accessed every cycle) and conflict free (at most
one access to the FIFO at a given cycle).
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Matrix size Physical Area
array static run-time
shape lut/dff/srl16 lut/dff
32× 32× 32 2× 2 116 96 128 285 266
32× 32× 32 4× 4 116 96 256 539 508
64× 64× 64 4× 4 132 102 256 603 532
64× 64× 64 8× 4 132 102 320 784 672
64× 64× 64 4× 8 132 102 448 1048 888
128× 128× 128 8× 8 156 108 512 1454 1160
128× 128× 128 8× 4 156 108 320 970 768
128× 128× 128 16× 8 156 108 640 1811 1472
Table 5.1.: Experimental results for interface area: number of logic cells (LUT), of registers
(DFF), and of Xilinx shift registers primitives (SRL16) (not used in the run-time
approach).
validity of the results, as any two dimensional processor array will use a similar interface 1.
For both approaches, we synthesized a set of architecture instances that only differ by some
parameters. A summary of the results is given in Table 5.1; to make a fair comparison, one
should compare the sum of LUT and SRL16 (for the static interface) to the number of LUT in
the run-time approach, and the DFF for both approaches. Experiments show that our approach
based on a static I/O schedule leads to significant area savings: while the number of flip-flops
(DFF) required to implement the interface is roughly the same in both approaches, the number
of LUT resources is much lower in our approach especially for larger processor arrays.
It is also worth noticing that the selected values for the rj parameters do not affect the area
cost of the interface. This is due to the use of the shift-register primitives provided by Xilinx
architectures, which allow shift-registers; up to 16-bit deep; to be packed into a single logic cell.
5.3.3. Discussion
I started thinking about this problem during my PhD thesis, but had to wait until 2004
to actually to start working on it. After several discussions with Tanguy Risset, and after we
realized that the problem could benefit from Alain Darte formalization of the so-called Juggling
problem, we started working together on the topic. Interestingly, a work addressing a problem
similar to ours was also published in 2005 (one month before ours) by Hannig et al. [78].
In retrospect, the main weakness of this work is that it remained theoretical, in the sense
that it was never implemented in the MMAlpha framework since the MMAlpha did not support
Z-polyhedral domain (a prerequisite for managing partitioned processor arrays).
The questions and issues raised by this work (in particular the idea of reordering buffer
memory) however led the co-authors of this work (Alain Darte and Tanguy Risset) to start a
PhD on the topic (PhD Alexandru Plesco) at LIP in Lyon. However, they tried to tackle the
problem from a higher abstraction level by a combined use of High-Level Synthesis tools and
source-to-source transformations [123].
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Collaborations: LIP - ENS Lyon
1. Things are slightly more complicated for three dimensional arrays and above, see the full paper for more
details [7].
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if i <= j,
FIFO1.Put( token );
end
if x <= y,
token = FIFO1.get();
end
FuncB( token );
if i > j,
FIFO2.Put( token );
end
if x <= y,
end
token = FIFO0.get();
end
end
token = FuncA(i,j);
for j = 3:1:N,
for i = 1:1:N−2,
end
end
for y = 2:1:N−1,
for x = 2:1:N−1,
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Figure 5.6.: (a) Two processes taken out from a Compaan generated PN, (b) Hardware realiza-
tion of a process
5.4. Control generation for hardware Process Networks
As mentioned in the beginning of the chapter, the goal of the Compaan framework [89, 145,
132] is to automatically transform applications in the field of signal and image processing to
Process Networks. Compaan operates on a small subset of Matlab and produces a Polyhedral
Process Network [154] model of the program.
In Figure 5.6(a), we show a fragment of a process network obtained from Compaan, where
processes A and B communicate data over FIFO channel FIFO1. In both processes, nesting of
for-loops indicate the schedule in which the functions FuncA and FuncB are being executed,
affine guards determine which FIFO is used as source or sink.
The Laura tool serves as a back-end and transforms the process network into a synthesizable
VHDL description. During this conversion, each process is mapped to a hardware process,
as shown in 5.6(b), whose schedule is handled by a local hardware controller. Because of
the inherent complexity of the schedules handled by Compaan, deriving a low footprint and
fast hardware realization for this control is mandatory for obtaining an efficient and practical
implementation of this processor.
The initial implementation of the control in Laura was based on ROMs, which would contain
a compressed control sequence of an unrolled execution of each process, using a simple Run
Length Encoding Technique. Some results obtained with this technique for a few representative
applications are given in Table 5.2. In spite of its relative efficiency for small iteration domains,
the technique does not scale for large and/or complex domains (e.g., those that can be found
in image processing applications).
N T direct RLE % of mem
bytes bytes FPGA
QR 16 64 7680 4160 0.9
(node 4/5) 64 256 516096 78080 17.12
W H simple RLE % of mem
Stereo vision 640 400 1941576 1698240 372.42
(node 4/5) 1024 640 5072328 4437264 973.08
Optical Flow 640 480 3808860 29850 6.54
(node 3/7) 1024 764 9780540 47850 10.4
Table 5.2.: Control ROM size for three different applications
This work has hence consisted in investigating different strategies for deriving hardware
realizations for the controller and in exploring the trade-offs between speed and resources usage.
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5.4.1. Simple parameterized Controller
The first approach that we studied consists in building an optimized dataflow graph out of
the guard and loop bounds expressions available in the process control flow. This graph is then
directly mapped onto a simple datapath structure, following the template given in Figure 5.7(a),
where each operation is mapped to its own operator.
Because of the class of nested-loop programs that Compaan accepts, all predicates and
bounds consists of quasi affine expressions of the loop indices and parameters. These expression
offer many simple optimizations opportunities. In particular, we combined redundancy elimina-
tion to remove redundant operations and bit accurate wordlength analysis using Integer Linear
Programming to determine the exact number of bits needed to encode the actual range of loop
indices.
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(c) Variant based controller
Figure 5.7.: The three types of controller under study in this work: the parameterized simple
controller, the partitioned controller and the variant based controller
5.4.2. Partitioned parameterized Controller
The parameterized controller, depicted in previous subsection, is sensitive to the amount
of linear expressions that need to be evaluated in each iteration. To reduce the amount of
computations, we use the fact that only expression depending on the innermost loop index
have to be evaluated at every cycle. Following this observation, we split the control in two
different blocks: a parallel datapath that evaluates all expressions depending on the innermost
loop-iterator and a sequential micro-coded controller for the remaining ones, as depicted in
Figure 5.7(b).
The architecture of this controller is derived in two steps. The DAG partitioning step first
isolates all subgraph patterns that do not depend on the innermost loop index. This step
is followed by a scheduling step, that computes the schedule to derive the micro-code of the
sequential controller. The parallel datapath is derived using the same principle as in the Simple
Parameterized Controller approach, except that all arguments depending on values calculated
by the sequential controller are mapped to communication ports.
To observe the benefits of our approaches, we used the same benchmarks as in Table 5.2.
Results are given in Table 5.3 and show that the partitioned approach is only useful for large
and complex domains, and induces a (small) performance penalty (in terms of clock speed).
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Size Non partitioned Partitioned
N T MHz Area MHz Area
8 16 140 29 100 112
QR factorization 16 64 133 68 85 133
64 256 121 89 74 163
W H MHz Area MHz Area
320 200 97 133 65 120
Stereo-vision 640 400 100 148 74 123
1024 640 100 153 71 126
W H MHz Area MHz Area
320 200 129 97 76 98
Optical-flow 640 400 118 110 72 103
1024 640 126 113 75 106
Table 5.3.: Experimental results for three representative examples.
5.4.3. Toward a Variant based controller
Looking at the code in Figure 5.6(a), one can notice that, in most cases, a given configuration
of active FIFO will stay the same for a certain number of consecutive iterations. In the following,
we call such a configuration a variant as proposed by Kienhuis [88]. Taking advantage of this
regularity is an attractive solution, but the problem does not have a straightforward solution.
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Figure 5.8.: Deriving the variant domains corresponding to a process
We proposed a partial solution to this problem in the latter part of this work. We use the
fact that in Compaan, variant domains are always polyhedra (or union of polyhedra), and that
all the variants occurring in a process can be obtained by a cross-product of all FIFO activity
domains (the product operation here being a polyhedral intersection operation) as depicted in
Figure 5.8. Our technique, applicable only for non parameterized domains, generates the control
for a given process through the following steps:
1. build a controller that scans all variants in their order of appearance in the schedule. We
use a technique based on parametric integer programming.
2. build a function that associates a distance to each transition between a variant to another
one. This distance corresponds to the number of iterations in which the new variant is
active. In this work, we proposed to construct this function using parametric polyhedral
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counting operations based on Ehrhart [50] polynomials.
Because detailing the technical contribution is out of the scope of this overview, we will only
outline the architectural model for the distance based controller (in Figure 5.7(c)).
5.4.4. Discussion
This work was done during the first months of my stay at Leiden University. Although it
does not leverage sophisticated techniques, it helped significantly improve the efficiency (area,
scalability) of the circuits obtained from the Compaan/Laura toolset, which was turned into a
commercial product after 2005.
In retrospect, the techniques used in these papers are a bit naive and would certainly have
benefited from a better background in optimizing compilers. There exist many algorithms
for efficiently implementing some of the optimizations mentioned in this work (common sub-
expression elimination in DAGs in particular). It also turns out that the approach based on
program variants is extremely close to the technique proposed of Boulet et al. [46] that was
used to address the problem of hardware control generation by Guillou et al. [75] in the same
period. The algorithm of Boulet et al. is more powerful than the one sketched in this work,
as it is better formalized and supports parameterized domains. Sadly, we were unaware of this
work at the time.
Another missed optimization opportunity was the use of strength reduction techniques, which
could have been used to reduce the complexity of many affine expression of loop indices and
parameters, by using an equivalent recursive formulation. This idea was partially addressed
by Zissulescu et al. [164] in 2005 and by Hannig et al. [59] in 2007 (but with a restriction to
unidimensional schedules). However, we believe that there still remains a lot of work to be
carried on this topic.
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5.5. Nested loop pipelining for HLS
The contributions presented in this section are the result of the work carried in 2011 by
Antoine Morvan (supervised by Patrice Quinton). This work was carried in the context of
the INRIA/STMicroelectronics Nano2012 program. In this work, we addressed the problem of
nested loop pipelining 2, a valuable transformation for hardware synthesis, which has received
only limited attention so far. We use throughout the remainder of this section a running toy
loop-nest example shown in Figure 5.9, to better illustrate our contributions.
In the iteration domain of Figure 5.9, the inner loop (along the j index) exhibits no de-
pendencies between calculations. Its execution can therefore be pipelined by overlapping the
execution of several iterations along the j loop. Loop pipelining is characterized by two impor-
tant parameters:
– The Initiation Interval (denoted II in the following), that corresponds to the number of
clock cycles separating the execution of two loop iterations.
– The latency (denoted ∆) that gives the number of clock cycles required to completely
execute one iteration of the loop.
The rightmost part of Figure 5.9 depicts the pipelined execution of our example, with an
initiation interval II=1 and a latency of ∆ = 4. Loop pipelining is a key transformation in
2. Not to be confused with multidimensional pipelining or outer loop pipelining
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Figure 5.9.: Motivating example, with its pipelined execution for N = 5, II=1 and ∆ = 4.
High-Level Synthesis tools, as it helps maximizing the computation throughput and because
it improves hardware utilization. Thus, fully pipelining the loop (that is choosing II=1) is a
very common practice. For loops with large iteration count this leads to almost 100% hardware
utilization.
However, when the iteration count of the loop is comparable to the pipeline latency ∆, one
may observe a significant performance degradation, as the pipeline flushing phases dominate
the execution time. This is the case of our example in Figure 5.9. For a value of N = 5 and
∆ = 4, we obtain a hardware utilization rate of only 50%. This schedule is far from being
efficient, and the reader can see that there is not reason to wait until t = 8 to start the second
iteration of the outer loop, and that the whole loop nest execution might be pipelined. Such
an optimization is known as nested loop pipelining [114], and can be realized through a loop
coalescing transformation that flattens a loop nest into a single loop that scans the original
iteration domain. Nested loop pipelining can then be done by pipelining this coalesced loop.
Implementing nested loop pipelining (and in particular enforcing its correctness) is far from
trivial and requires a lot of attention.
As an example, Figure 5.10 shows a coalesced version of the loop nest of Figure 5.9. One
can observe that the array accesses in the coalesced version do not depend on loop indices as
in Figure 5.9. They are hence more difficult to analyze. As HLS tools rely on simple data-
dependency analysis algorithms, they will fail to detect that this loop can be pipelined. They
hence offer compiler directives (i.e., #pragma) that can be used to force the tool to ignore user-
specified memory references in its dependency analysis, to enable pipelining. Of course, this
comes with the risk of generating illegal pipelined schedules.
In our example, we may be tempted to bypass some of the dependence analysis through a
#pragma ignore_mem_dep Y directive to ignore the dependency over Y[j] and enable the whole
loop pipelining.
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Figure 5.10.: Illegal nested loop pipelining for N = 5, II = 1 and ∆ = 4. Bold arrows show
broken dependencies.
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Although the scheduling seems correct at the first glance, that some Read after Write de-
pendencies are violated for i ≥ 3, as shown in Figure 5.10. For example, the memory read
operation on Y[0] of (i = 3, j = 0) scheduled at t = 12 happens before Y[0] is updated by the
write operation of (i = 2, j = 0), also scheduled at t = 12 on the last stage.
Among the numerous commercial and academic C to hardware tools that we have evaluated,
only Catapult-C from Mentor Graphics actually provides the ability to perform such automatic
nested loop pipelining. However, its current implementation in the tool suffers from severe flaws
and generates illegal schedules whenever the domain is not rectangular and/or has non constant
loop bounds (from what we understand the tool fails for the very same reasons as depicted in
Figure 5.10).
Our contribution in this work is threefold. We provide a formalization of the conditions under
which nested loop pipelining is legal with respect to data dependencies for SCoPs programs [40].
In addition to this legality check, we also propose a technique to correct a priori illegal nested
pipeline schedules by inserting bubbles in the coalesced loop, to derive the most efficient legal
pipelined schedule. Finally, we also propose an implementation of our polyhedral bubble insertion
technique in a source-to-source compiler, to remain as vendor independent as possible.
5.5.1. Checking pipelined coalescing legality
In the following, we outline the idea behind our nested pipelining legality check. For a more
detailed technical description of our solution, we incite the reader to refer to the article by
Morvan et al. [22] provided 3 in appendix B. Consider a sink reference to an array (i.e., a read
array reference in a statement), and let ~y denote its iteration vector. Let ~x be the iteration
vector of the source of this array reference. Let us define d to be a function that maps ~y to ~x,
such that ~x = d(~y). We can formulate the lagality conditions of loop coalescing as follows: for a
nested pipeline schedule with a latency of ∆ and II = 1, the schedule violates data dependencies
if the reuse distance (in number of iteration points) between the production of the value (at
iteration ~x, the source) and its use (at iteration ~y, the sink) is less than ∆.
We build a function next∆D(~x) that computes, given an iteration vector ~x, its successor ∆
iterations away in the loop nest iteration domain. To test this condition, we then check that all
the sink iteration vectors ~y = d−1(~x) of the dependency d occur after next∆D(~x). We derive the
next∆D function by using earlier results by Boulet et al. [46] who provide a technique to compute
the immediate successor in D of an iteration vector ~x according to the lexicographical order.
Because we only need to look for a constant number of iterations ahead (the latency of the
pipeline that we call ∆), we can easily build the next∆D function. This is done by applying the
function to itself ∆ times. Let us compute the nextD(~x) function for the example of Figure 5.9,
with ~x = (i, j). We have
nextD(i, j) =


(i, j + 1) if j < N − i− 1
(i+ 1, 0) elseif i < N − 1
⊥ otherwise
Note that ⊥ represents the absence of successor in the loop. Applying the function four times
3. Because it was not yet presented at the conference at the time of this writing, we provide a draft of the
camera ready version in this document
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to itself gives the next4D(i, j) function:
next4D(i, j) =


(i, j + 4) if j ≤ N − i− 5
(i+ 1, 3) elseif i ≤ N − 5 ∧ j = N − i− 1
(i+ 1, 2) elseif i ≤ N − 4 ∧ j = N − i− 2
(i+ 1, 1) elseif i ≤ N − 3 ∧ j = N − i− 3
(i+ 1, 0) elseif i ≤ N − 4 ∧ j = N − i− 4
(N − 1, 0) elseif i = N − 3 ∧ j = 1 ∧N ≥ 3
(N − 2, 0) elseif i = N − 4 ∧ j = 3 ∧N ≥ 4
⊥ otherwise
(5.1)
An interesting property of this approach is that it allows us to determine the domain of the
iterations causing a data dependency violation. In the following, we call this domain D†. This
domain can be automatically derived using simple polyhedral operations, and whenever this
domain is empty, nested pipelining is legal. In our example, we obtain:
D† = {i, j|(i, j) ∈ D ∧N − 4 < i < N − 1 ∧ j < N − i− 1}
When we substituteN by 5 (the chosen value in our example), we haveD† = {(2, 0), (2, 1), (3, 0)},
which is the set of points that causes a dependency violation in Figure 5.10.
5.5.2. Correcting coalescings by bubble insertion
While a legality condition is an important step toward automated nested loop pipelining, we
would also like to correct a given schedule to make the coalescing legal. This is achieved by
inserting at compile time dummy iterations (or bubbles) in the iteration domain, that delays the
execution of the iterations causing dependency violations. The key question in this problem is
to determine how many of such wait states are actually required to fix the schedule, as adding
a single wait state in a loop may incidentally fix/correct several violated data-dependencies.
We have proposed two different approach to the problem, illustrated in Figure 5.11(a) and
Figure 5.11(b)
The simplest solution is to pad every inner loop containing an iteration in D† with ∆−1 wait-
states (this boils down to flushing the pipeline only when needed). The approach is illustrated
in Figure 5.11(a), but turns out to be too conservative. For example, the inner loops for indices
i = 2 in the example of Figure 5.9 do not need ∆ − 1 = 3 additional cycles. In this case, only
one cycle of wait state is needed, and similarly, for i = 3, only two cycles are needed.
An alternative approach, illustrated in Figure 5.11(a), is to build the set of additional wait
states by first looking to the source iterations in D† that cause a schedule violation by exactly 1
cycles and then pad the inner loop corresponding to these iterations with exactly 1 wait-state.
We then focus on the source iterations that fail by exactly 2 cycles and pad the inner loop
corresponding to these iterations with exactly 2 wait states, possibly overlapping some of the
wait states previously introduced. The algorithms then proceeds until it has inserted wait states
for the iterations that fails by ∆− 1 cycle, i.e., until all schedule violations are resolved.
5.5.3. Results and validation
In this section, we describe how the transformation is implemented within a compiler frame-
work. We also provide quantitative evidence showing that the approach is practical and leads
to performance improvements at the price of a moderate increase in area.
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i=0;j=0;
while(i<N) {
#pragma ignore_mem_depcy Y
   if(j<N-i) 
S0:   Y[j] = A[i]
 +(i==0)?0:Y[j]/B[j];
   if((i>N-4&&j<N-i+3&&i<N-1)
||j<N-i-1) 
       j++; 
   else 
       j=0,i++;
}
i
j
(a) Conservative pipeline correction
i
ji=0;j=0;
while(i<N) {
#pragma ignore_mem_depcy Y
   if(j<N-i) 
S0: Y[j] = A[i]
 +(i==0)?0:Y[j]/B[j];
   if((i>N-4&&j<3&&i<N-1)
||j<N-i-1) 
       j++; 
   else 
       j=0,i++;
}
(b) Optimized pipeline correction
Figure 5.11.: Two examples of pipeline correction through bubble insertion
Implementing the loop coalescing transformation
Implementing the loop coalescing transformation amounts to a rewriting of the loop nest
structure into a software finite state machine expressed as a loop. There are two possible
approaches for implementing this rewriting.
The first approach uses the Control Flow Graph (CFG) corresponding to the loop nest as
an input. The problem with this approach is that the automaton is built from an implicit
representation of the iteration domain rather than from its formal representation as a polyhe-
dron. As a consequence, the automaton contains extra idle states that do not correspond to an
actual iteration of the loop nest. From what we understand, this is the approach followed by
Catapult-C when implementing the nested loop pipelining transformation.
The second approach follows the approach by Boulet et al. [46] and consists in building a
finite state machine directly out of the loop nest iteration domain. With this technique, the
generated code visits the exact loop nest iteration domain, leading to a more efficient approach.
However, the resulting code tends to be more complex in term of guards and induces some area
overhead.
Because one generally does not want to coalesce the full loop nest, our approach allows the
designer to choose (by using a compiler directive) how many of the innermost loops should be
coalesced.
Experimental results
The efficiency of our approach is sensitive to the trip count of innermost loops. It is therefore
more sensitive to the iteration domains size and domain shapes than to the structure of the
application itself. In this work, we limited ourself to two representative kernels (QR factorization
and matrix multiplication) that provide a good illustration of the benefits and drawbacks of the
approach.
For each of these kernels, we used varying fixed and parameterized iteration counts. We
also used different fixed point arithmetic word length sizes for the algorithm, to be able to
precisely quantify the trade-off between performance improvement and area overhead. The
kernels underwent aggressive pipelining (with II=1 and ∆ varying from 4 to 12).
The quantitative evaluation of the area cost induced by the use of nested pipelining is pro-
vided in Figure 5.12(a). Our results show that the area overhead remain limited when larger
functional units are being used. Also, our approach does not significantly impact the clock
frequency (less than 5% difference in all cases).
The improvement in execution time due to latency hiding are given in Figure 5.12(b), it
can be seen that for larger iteration counts, the performance improvements are limited and
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(a) Area cost (b) Normalized execution time
Figure 5.12.: Experimental results (area and speed) for our nested pipelining approach. The
label <a,b> stands for a a bit wide fixed point format with b bit for integer part)
barely justify the area overhead. When no correction is needed (e.g., constant size matrix
multiplication) our coalescing transformation is more efficient in performance and area than
the nested pipeline feature of Catapult-C. In addition, for the QR kernel, any attempt to use
this feature leads to an illegal schedule if the iteration domain is parameterized. Thus, our
experiments provide results for a non-nested pipelined version of the QR kernel.
5.5.4. Related work
Loop pipelining is a well studied problem, with numerous contributions since the seminal
work of Lam in 1988 [97]. In the following, we describe some closely related work.
Rong et al. [134] have already studied the problem of nested loop software pipelining. Their
goal is clearly the same as ours, except that they restrict themselves to a narrow subset of
loops (only constant bounds, rectangular domains) and do not leverage exact instance-wise
dependence information. They also do not address the problem from a hardware synthesis
point of view. In this work, we tackle the problem for a wider class of programs (known as
Static Control Parts), and we also relate the problem to loop coalescing.
Another related contribution is the work of Fellahi et al [66]. They address the problem of
prologue/epilogue merging in sequences of software pipelined loops. Their work is also motivated
by the fact that the software pipelining overhead tends to be a severe limitation as many
embedded-multimedia algorithms exhibit low trip count loops. Again, our approach differs
from theirs in the scope of its applicability, as we are able to deal with loop nests (not only
sequences of loops), and as we solve the problem in the context of HLS tools at the source level
through a loop coalescing transformation. Their approach handles the problem at machine code
level, which is not possible in our context.
A recent work by Alias et al. [34] tackles a problem similar to ours, as they try to address the
problem of generating efficient nested loop pipelined hardware accelerators leveraging custom
floating point datapaths. Their approach (also based on the polyhedral model) consists in
finding a parallel hyperplane for the loop nest, and then deriving a tiling (hyperplanes and
tile sizes) such that a pipeline of depth ∆ is legal. The approach only targets perfectly nested
loops and also requires incomplete tiles to be padded to behave like full-tiles. They also restrict
themselves to uniform dependencies, to guarantee that the reuse distance (i.e., the number of
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points separating a source and a sink) is always constant for a given tile size. In contrast, our
framework is more general and supports imperfectly nested loops with affine dependencies. In
addition, in the case of tiled iteration domains, we can provide a more precise correction that
does not require the padding of all incomplete tiles.
5.5.5. Discussion
The results presented in this section correspond to an on-going work, and we are currently
working on extending the applicability and relevance on the approach.
The improvements offered by the approach may not be obvious, as the area overhead caused
by the extra bubbles control may not always compensate for the improvements of performance.
Nevertheless, the ability to prove the legality of the nested pipeline transformation remains a
valuable tool. Besides, as mentioned in Subsection 5.4.4 we believe that there are still many
unexplored opportunities for reducing this area overhead by improving the quality of the gen-
erated code. Another interesting consequence of nested pipelining is that it allows designers
to consider using deeper pipelines, a strategy they are often reluctant to follow because of the
possibly large fill/flush overhead.
We are also planning to evaluate our approach on vectorized pipelined accelerators. In these
accelerators, parallelism is also expressed at a coarser grain, by using distinct datapaths for
several iterations of the parallel innermost loop. In such a scenario, our approach is likely to be
even more effective, for the two reasons given below.
– Because of this parallel execution, the number of iterations within this pipelined and
vectorized innermost loop will be smaller, increasing the (negative) impact of the pipeline
latency on the overall performance.
– Because the accelerator will then instantiate several datapath (one for each parallel it-
eration), the impact of the control logic on the overall area budget will become almost
negligible.
However, the ability to derive vectorized and pipelined accelerators poses additional chal-
lenges (especially in terms of conflicting memory accesses) that need to be addressed before we
can extend our approach. We are currently investigating this topic.
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Chapter 6
Conclusion
As explained in the first chapter, the work presented in this document addresses several
closely related topics: the proposal of original hardware platforms (Chapters 2 and 4), the
evaluation of design methodologies through cases studies (Chapters 2 and 3), and several con-
tributions to design automation tools (Chapters 4 and 5). The reader may have noticed that
most of my recent contributions focus on design tools. Indeed, my research interests since 2003
have been slowly shifting away from high performance reconfigurable platforms to CAD tools
and parallelizing compilers.
This evolution was made possible thanks to the work of Ludovic L’Hours on the Gecos
compiler, which allowed me to benefit from a solid software infrastructure which we have been
able to extend to carry several new research projects. Gecos now serves as a prototyping
framework for many CAIRN members and enabled new research activities within the group.
Another enabling factor was the start of a collaboration with the Triskell group at IRISA, which
studies and researches Model Driven Software Design practices.
In the remaining of this chapter, I will sketch my shorter and longer term research perspec-
tives, which focus on three topics:
– Improving the efficiency of High-Level Synthesis tools, by tackling HLS compiler
specific problems directly at the front-end level, through source-to-source transformations.
In particular, I believe that it is time to revisit hardware synthesis techniques based on poly-
hedral representations of programs, by taking advantage of the numerous breakthroughs
occurred in the last few years. I also plan to study how formal static analysis techniques
could be used to improve the efficiency of HLS tools.
– Efficient parallelization on heterogeneous embedded multi-cores. I plan to study
how constraint-based programming approaches can help automatic parallelization in the
polyhedral model for heterogeneous platforms, with a focus on runtime adaptivity. I would
also like to pursue the work started in collaboration with Colorado State University on
the design of programming tools to help software developers designing correct and efficient
parallel programs.
– Model Driven Engineering and optimizing compilers. This research direction is
very recent and is the result of a new collaboration with the Triskell Group at IRISA.
The main goal of this of this research direction is to contribute to the cross-fertilization of
Model Driven Engineering and optimizing compiler design techniques and in particular to
propose techniques to ease the design of domain specific optimizing compilers, by enabling
the reuse of complex analyses and transformations over families of languages.
6.1. Toward next generation of High-Level Synthesis tools
While High-Level-Synthesis has made huge progresses over the last decade, most tools are
still very far from being actual C to hardware compilers, and should rather be seen as micro-
architectural specification languages based on C/C++. In these tools, the designer implicitly
exposes the target micro-architecture in its source code and has to rely on complex annotations
to help the tool infering an efficient circuit out of this specification.
There is therefore still a long way to go to make HLS tools more widely usable and more
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efficient when it comes to deriving customized circuits. The following topics address parts of
this problem and aim at contributing to the design of next generation HLS tools.
6.1.1. Revisiting hardware synthesis in the polyhedral model
As mentioned in Section 5.1, the polyhedral model has experienced several breakthroughs
over the last 10 years, which significantly improved its efficiency and applicability. Most of these
breakthroughs focused on improving the performance of programs on parallel programmable
machines (multi-cores and GPUs) with a shared memory parallel programming model. In par-
ticular the Pluto compiler [44], proposed in 2008, set a new landmark in terms of automatic
parallelization, as it was the first to address parallelism and data reuse within the same frame-
work.
Given these achievements, we believe that there is a need for revisiting the way we have
been tackling hardware synthesis in the polyhedral model. In particular, it seems to us that
source-to-source transformations used as front-end of HLS tools, is a very interesting approach.
It first avoids spending too much effort on the hardware back-end, leaving it to the HLS tools
and permits to remain vendor neutral. It also makes the contribution more widely usable by
the HLS research and user community.
Very interesting preliminary results have been obtained for communication optimizations
by Plesco et al. [123], but many other topics remain to be addressed before the power of the
polyhedral based transformations can be fully utilized by HLS tools. The contribution presented
in Section 5.5 is a first step in this direction, and we plan to continue exploring the above
mentioned problems during the third PhD year of Antoine Morvan.
6.1.2. Domain Specific Analyses for HLS
Interestingly, the nested pipelining presented in Section 5.5 is an optimization that bears
little interest in the context of a standard optimizing compiler, but has significant added value
in the scope of a hardware synthesis tool. We believe that there exists many other analyses/op-
timizations that fall into this category, and HLS tools could benefit a lot from more domain
specific compiler optimizations, as they could leverage their results to generate faster and/or
smaller circuits.
Because compilation runtime is not so critical for HLS as compared to a standard compiler
(compile times in the order of several minutes for a small program is common), very aggressive
analyses and optimizations could be considered. Such analyses could, among other possibilities,
take advantage of the large choice of open, and high quality formal verification tools (Frama-
C [31], InterProc [142], Aspic [72]) and libraries (SMT solvers such as Yices [58]), which are
currently used for verification purposes, but whose results may prove to be very valuable to
HLS.
A typical example is a bit-level wordlength analysis of the expressions and variables of a
program. This information can be used in the scheduling/binding process to reduce the hardware
footprint. While simple algorithms exist to estimate such bitwidth, they do suffer from very
limited accuracy, and it would certainly be worth studying how more advanced formal techniques
(such as those based on abstract interpretation) could help addressing such problems.
In spite of its importance, this niche remains currently unexplored, this for simple reasons.
Most researchers in HLS focuses on back-end issues, they hence tend to ignore higher level
optimizations and analyses, and tend to consider that “this is the front-end compiler job”. On
the other hand, compiler research is faced with so many challenges that very few researchers
are interested in such niche problems. As a consequence, they tend to consider on their side
that “this is a hardware synthesis issue, not a compiler issue”.
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We believe that such problems make a very attractive research topic, with many interesting
and open research problems. This is a research topic that I clearly plan to continue investigating
in both short and long term.
6.2. Automatic parallelization for heterogeneous multi-cores
As mentioned in the introduction, embedded system designers are also now confronted to
the outbreak of multi and many-core architectures. Efficiently designing and programming such
systems poses significant challenges, mostly because of the heterogeneity of these platforms. In
the following, we sketch three directions that we would like to pursue in the future.
6.2.1. Constraint programming for automatic parallelization
Over the last few years, iterative compilation techniques have become very popular for gen-
eral purpose computing, as it has been acknowledged that the subtle interplay between compiler
optimizations and modern general purpose processors micro-architectures has become too com-
plex to be captured by (even very complex) explicit performance models. For example, the
work of Pouchet et al. [124] studies the applicability of iterative compilation to the polyhedral
model, by using a meta heuristic to explore the space of legal transformations for a loop nest.
The goal is to find the best transformations for a given architecture/compiler combination, with
a direct performance measurement for each of the transformed program (thousands of program
instances can be explored).
While being very powerful, such an approach is not possible in the context of embedded
platforms, since the hardware is generally designed jointly with the software. Performance
evaluation is then performed through complex platform level simulators 1, whose limited speed
prevents the exploration of thousands of program instances. On the other hand, because the
behavior of these platforms is generally more predictable than that of general purpose machine,
the use of partial explicit performance models remains relevant. The problem is then to be able
to use those performance models to efficiently guide the design space exploration, so as to pick
up the most profitable transformations.
The work of Prof. Wolinski (PhD of Kevin Martin and Antoine Floc’h), which studied
the application of constraint based programming for solving compilers related combinatorial
optimization problems, has clearly demonstrated the relevance of this technique for this type
of problems. In this context, we would therefore like to study how it is possible to use these
techniques to solve the numerous non convex optimization problems that arise in a polyhedral
based exploration approach, in particular when fine grain resource constraints are involved.
6.2.2. Adaptive run-time parallelization for heterogeneous multi-core
Loop Tiling (and more specifically the choice of the tile size) is an effective (and well known)
technique for coarse-grain parallelization. The choice of the tile dimensions is often the result
of subtle trade-off between the amount of parallelism (decreasing as tile size grows) in the
tiled program and the overhead of communications and cache-misses (also decreasing as tile
size grows). Recent work on Parameterized Tiling code generators [129, 38] open interesting
perspectives, as they do not impose anymore the choice of tile size at compile time. In particular
some authors have advocated to change the tile size at runtime [148], directly during the tiled
loop nest execution, to be able to adaptively optimize the program performance by monitoring
1. Based on Instruction Set Simulators for programmable processors to cycle accurate models for custom
co-processors.
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the execution of the program trough performance counters. We believe this is a promising
research direction, and plan to explore this technique in the context of adaptive heterogeneous
multiprocessors where computing and storage resource may evolve in time.
6.2.3. Parallel programming tools for non parallel programmers
Software designers do nowadays benefit from highly sophisticated Integrated Design Envi-
ronments that provide very valuable tools (e.g. refactorings, static analysis), which helps them
reducing development time. Because of the generalization of multicore, these users will sooner
or later be exposed to some form of parallel programming, and will hence need similar tools for
parallel programs. The role of such tools will be to help the programmer finding functional or
performance bugs 2 in their parallel implementation. Following the idea developed in subsection
6.1.2, we believe that there are many cases where advanced static analysis tools can be used to
that purpose.
In the context of a collaboration with Colorado State University, we already started ad-
dressing the problem, and have designed a static analysis tool called ompVerify [2]. This tool,
integrated within the Eclipse IDE, checks for the correctness of openMP programs, by looking
for possible data races in the program. Although the analysis, based on very well known re-
sults in the domain of loop parallelization, is quite straight forward, it was perceived as being
very useful by many openMP programmers. Interestingly, and despite the large openMP users
community, such a tool did not exist 3 so far. We are currently considering extending the ap-
plicability of the analysis by using Satisfiability Modulo Theory solvers, which could permit to
handle a much wider class of programs, in particular those using non affine array accesses.
6.3. Model Driven Engineering and optimizing compilers
This new research topic is the consequence of a recent collaboration with the Triskell research
group at IRISA, which focuses on software engineering issues and on Model Driven Engineering
and software design. MDE offers tools and facilities to ease the definition, analysis and tooling
of Domain Specific Modeling languages (by languages, we mean either a textual or graphical
notation, following well defined syntax and semantics). The techniques turned out to be also
very useful in the context of optimizing compiler infrastructures. We have been extensively
using MDE within the Gecos compiler framework since 2008, which helped us a lot in trying
to prototyping new compilers and CAD flows. This work has also led to a publication at the
ACM/IEEE International Conference on Model Driven Engineering Languages and Systems [19]
in 2011.
In particular, facilities such as Xtext, which allow programmers to create new Domain Specific
Languages and their corresponding IDEs in a matter of days open very exciting perspectives
from a Compiler/CAD point of view, that we discuss below.
6.3.1. Domain Specific Languages for high productivity parallel computing
Programming complex parallel system in an efficient way will remain out of reach for most
developers. A more systematic use of highly Domain Specific Languages, tailored to match the
expertise domain of the user, can be an (partial) answer to the problem.
In such a specialized language, it becomes possible for its associated compiler to take ad-
vantage of the domain specific semantics of the DSL, for discovering and/or taking advantage
2. By performance bug, we mean an ill designed programmed with suffer from very low performance.
3. Syntactic static analyses do exist but are unable to handle array accesses for example.
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of potential source of parallelism and data reuse that would otherwise have been missed by a
compiler operating on a general purpose programming language.
We have started investigating this topic in the context of the Grappas Project, in collabora-
tion with the IETR research laboratory. Our goal is to see how a DSL approach could be used
to help antenna designers to generate efficient parallel implementations for GPUs and multicore
of numerical simulation codes based on the FDTD algorithm, a stencil based computational
pattern.
6.3.2. Software reuse in MDE through model typing
At first glance, the ability to create new languages is a very attractive solution, it however
suffers from a significant weakness: development effort. As every language will need its own op-
timizing compiler toolchain, this makes the approach quite unrealistic. However, this limitation
could be partially circumvented if it was possible to reuse common compiler optimizations and
analyses over all these languages (or at least among families of languages). This is of course
a challenging problem, as in addition to the semantics variations occurring among languages,
their intermediate representations can also be very different. This means that, even if the target
transformation is relevant (from a semantic point of view) with respect to a given language,
reusing the algorithm as is is generally not possible. In the context of the PhD topic of Cle´ment
Guy (supervised by J.M. Jezequel), we are currently looking at extending the notions of Model
Typing [143], which captures the substitutability relation among languages, in order to address
this reusability issue.
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Abstract—Loop pipelining is a key transformation in high-
level synthesis tools as it helps maximizing both computational
throughput and hardware utilization. Nevertheless, it somewhat
looses its efficiency when dealing with small trip-count inner
loops, as the pipeline latency overhead quickly limits its efficiency.
Even if it is possible to overcome this limitation by pipelining
the execution of a whole loop nest, the applicability of nested
loop pipelining has so far been limited to a very narrow subset
of loops, namely perfectly nested loops with constant bounds. In
this work we propose to extend the applicability of nested-loop
pipelining to imperfectly nested loops with affine dependencies
by leveraging on the so-called polyhedral model. We show how
such loop nest can be analyzed, and under certain conditions,
how one can modify the source code in order to allow nested loop
pipeline to be applied using a method called polyhedral bubble
insertion. We also discuss the implementation of our method in
a source-to-source compiler specifically targeted at High-Level
Synthesis tools.
I. INTRODUCTION
After almost two decades of research effort, High-Level
Synthesis (HLS) is now about to hold its promises : there
now exists a large choice of robust and mature C to hardware
tools [1], [2] that are even now used as production tools by
world-class chip vendor companies. However, there is still
room for improvement, as these tools are far from produc-
ing designs with performance comparable to those of expert
designers. The reason of this difference lies in the difficulty,
for automatic tools, to discover information that may have
been lost during the compilation process. We believe that this
difficulty can be overcome by tackling the problem directly at
the source level, using source-to-source optimizing compilers.
Indeed, even though C to hardware tools dramatically slash
design time, their ability to generate efficient accelerators is
still limited, and they rely on the designer to expose parallelism
and to use appropriate data layout in the source program.
In this paper, our aim is to improve the applicability (and
efficiency) of nested loop pipelining (also known as nested
software pipeling) in C to hardware tools. Our contributions
are described below:
• We propose to solve the problem of nested loop pipelin-
ing at the source level using an automatic loop coalescing
transformation.
• We provide a nested loop pipelining legality check,
which indicates (given the pipeline latency) whether the
pipelining enforces data-dependencies.
• When this condition is not satisfied, we propose a cor-
rection mechanism which consists in adding, at compile
time, so-called wait-states instructions, also known as
pipeline bubbles, to make sure that the aforementioned
pipelining becomes legal.
The proposed approach was validated experimentally on
a set of representative applications for which we studied
the trade-off between performance improvements (thanks to
full nested loop pipelining) and area overhead (induced by
additional guards in the control code).
Our approach builds on leading edge automatic loop paral-
lelization and transformation techniques based on the poly-
hedral model [3], [4], [5], and it is applicable to a much
wider class of programs (namely imperfectly nested loops with
affine bounds and index functions) than previously published
works [6], [7], [8], [9]. This is the reason why we call this
method polyhedral bubble insertion.
This article is organized as follows, Section II provides an
in depth description of the problem we tackle in this work,
and emphasizes the shortcomings of existing approaches.
Section III aims at summarizing the principles of program
transformations and analysis in the polyhedral framework.
Sections IV and V present our pipeline legality analysis and
our pipeline schedule correction technique and Section VI
provides a quantitative analysis of our results. In section VII
we present relevant related work, and highlight the novelty of
our contribution. Conclusion and future work are described in
section VIII.
II. MOTIVATIONS
A. Loop pipelining in HLS tools
The goal of this section is to present and motivate the
problem we address in this work, that is nested loop pipelining.
To help the reader understand our contributions, we will use
throughout the remaining of this work a running toy loop-
nest example shown in Figure 1; it consists in a double nested
978-1-4577-1740-6/11/$26.00 c© 2011 IEEE
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/* original source code */
for(int i=0;i<N;i++) {
  for(int j=0;j<N-i;j++){
S0: Y[j] = A[i]
+(i==0)?0:Y[j]/B[j];
  }
}
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Fig. 2. Motivating example, with a representation of its pipelined execution for N = 5, II = 1 and ∆ = 4. The arrows reprensent dependences between
operations.
i
/* original source code */
for(int i=0;i<N;i++) {
  for(int j=0;j<N-i;j++){
S0: Y[j] = A[i]
   +(i==0)?0:Y[j]/B[j];
  }
}
j
Fig. 1. Motivating example, with its iteration domain and data dependencies
(black arrows) for N = 5. The red dashed arrow represents the execution
order. .
loop operating on a triangular iteration domain – the iteration
domain of a loop is the set of values taken by its loop indices1.
The reader can observe that the inner loop (along the j
index) exhibits no dependencies between calculations done at
different iterations (also called loop carried dependencies). As
a consequence, one can pipeline the execution of this loop,
by overlapping the execution of several iterations. However,
there exists a dependence between i iterations, since Y[j]
(left-hand side) depends on Y[j] (right-hand side) that was
modified during the previous i iteration. Therefore, overlap-
ping the execution of two successive i iterations has to be
done with care, in order to respect this dependency.
Loop pipelining is characterized by two important parame-
ters:
• The initiation interval (denoted II in the following), that
corresponds to the number of clock cycles separating the
execution of two loop iterations.
• The latency (denoted ∆) that gives the number of clock
cycles required to completely execute one iteration of the
loop.
As an illustration, Figure 2 depicts the pipelined execution
of the example of Figure 1 with an initiation interval II =
1 and a latency of ∆ = 4. In practice the value of II is
constrained by two factors:
• the presence of loop carried dependencies, which prevents
1This toy loop is actually a simplified excerpt from the QR factorization
algorithm.
loop iterations to be completely overlapped;
• resource constraints on the available hardware since for a
complete pipelined execution, each operation executed in
the loop has to be mapped on its own hardware functional
unit.
Because it helps maximizing the computation throughput
and because it improves hardware utilization, loop pipelining
is a key transformation in High-Level Synthesis tools. Be-
sides, as designers generally seek to get the best performance
from their implementation, fully pipelining the loop (that is
initiating a new inner loop iteration every cycle by choosing
II = 1) is a very common practice. The use of very deep
pipeline is even more common when targeting FPGAs devices,
as it is often a way to compensate for their relative lower
clock speed compared to ASICs. Besides, because the register-
cost overhead of pipelining can be easily absorbed by the
large amount of flip-flop available on most devices, deeply
pipelining FPGA datapath is a very profitable optimization.
However, the performance improvements obtained through
pipelining are often hindered by the fact that these tools rely
on very basic data-dependency analysis algorithms, and hence
they may fail to detect when such a pipelined execution is
possible, especially when the inner loop involves complex
memory access patterns.
To help designers cope with these limitations, most tools
hence offer the ability to bypass part of this conservative
dependency analysis through the use of compiler directives
(generally in the form of #pragma). These directives force
the tool to ignore user-specified memory references in its
dependency analysis. Of course, this possibility comes at the
risk of generating an illegal pipelined schedule and then an
incorrect circuit, and hence puts the burden to the designer.
B. The Pipeline Latency Overhead
For loops with large iteration count – we call loop iteration
count the number of iterations executed by a loop –, the impact
of the pipeline latency on performance can be neglected, and
the hardware is then almost 100% utilized. However, whenever
the iteration count of the loop becomes comparable to its
latency ∆, one may observe a very significant performance
degradation, as the pipeline flushing phases dominate the
execution time. This is the case of our example in Figure 2.
For a value of N = 5 and ∆ = 4, we obtain a hardware
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i=0;j=0;
while(i<N) {
#pragma ignore_mem_depcy Y
S0: Y[j] = A[i]
+(i==0)?0:Y[j]/B[j];   
    if(j < N ± i - 1) 
      j++; 
    else 
      j=0,i++;
}
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Fig. 3. Illegal nested loop pipelining for N = 5, II = 1 and ∆ = 4. Bold arrows show broken dependences.
utilization rate of only 50%. Indeed, the dependency between
two successive i iterations prevents the end of the inner loop
pipeline to be overlapped with the beginning of the next
pipeline.
Returning to our example, had it to be mapped to custom
hardware by experienced designers, it would have certainly
reached a hardware utilization close to 100% thanks to a
handcrafted schedule, in which the execution of successive
iterations of the i loop would have been carefully overlapped.
C. Nested loop pipelining & coalescing
It turns out that such an optimization actually corresponds
to a nested loop pipelining as initially proposed by Doshi et
al. [6]. Such nested loop pipelining can be realized through a
loop coalescing transformation, that flattens a loop nest into a
single loop that scans the original loop nest domain, and then
pipelines the new loop.
It is worth noticing that nested loop pipelining was only
studied in the scope of a very restrictive subset of loop
nests (perfectly nested loop with constant bounds and uniform
dependencies) or with relatively imprecise dependency infor-
mation, which significantly restricts its applicability and/or
efficiency. While these restrictions may seem over precautious,
it happens that implementing nested loop pipelining (and more
particularly enforcing its correctness) is far from trivial and
requires a lot of attention.
As an example, Figure 3 shows a coalesced version of
the loop nest of Figure 1. Here, because the array accesses
in the coalesced version are now more difficult to analyze
(they do not depend on loop indices as in Figure 1), we are
tempted to bypass some of the dependence analysis through a
#pragma ignore_mem_dpcy Y directive to enable loop
pipelining, as explained in subsection II-A. This directive tells
the scheduler to ignore data dependences related to the Y[j]
array accesses in the statement following the directive. Without
such directive, the conservative dependence analysis forbids
pipelining.
While this scheduling seems correct at the first glance, it
appears that some Read after Write dependencies are violated
when i ≥ 3, as shown in Figure 3. For example the memory
read operation on Y[0] of (i = 3, j = 0) scheduled at t = 12
happens before Y[0] is updated by the write operation of
(i = 2, j = 0) also scheduled at t = 12 on the last stage.
As an illustration of this difficulty, among the numerous
commercial and academic C to hardware tools that we have
evalutated, only one of them (let us call it Trebuchet-C++)
actually provides the ability to perform such automatic nested
loop pipelining. However, its implementation in the tool suf-
fers from severe flaws and generates illegal schedules when-
ever the domain is not rectangular and/or has non constant loop
bounds. From what we understand, even without directives
to ignore data dependences, the tool fails for the very same
reasons as depicted in Figure 3, that is the tool’s analysis
is assuming that there are no dependencies carried by the
outerloop over the Y array.
It can be argued that a simple solution for handling non
rectangular loop domains is to resort to a linearization of
the loop nest prior to pipelining. This linearization consists in
padding the iteration domain with wait states iterations so as to
ensure that the domain scanned by the loop nest is rectangular.
This approach turns out to be very inefficient in practice: in
our example, the execution overhead (50 %) would be as large
as for the non nested pipeline case, beside it does only solve
the problem in the case of uniform data dependencies.
D. Contributions of this work
In what follows, we provide a formalization of the condi-
tions under which nested loop pipelining is legal w.r.t data
dependencies in the case of imperfectly nested loops with
affine dependencies (so called SCoPs [3]), where exact (i.e.
iteration wise) data dependence information is available.
In addition to this legality check, we also propose a tech-
nique to correct an a priori illegal nested pipeline schedule
by inserting wait states in the coalesced loop, so as to derive
the most efficient legal pipelined schedule. These wait states
correspond to properly inserted bubbles in the pipeline, so the
name polyhedral bubble insertion of our method.
Finally, to enable experimentation and to remain as vendor
independent as possible, we propose an implementation of the
polyhedral bubble insertion in the context of a source-to-source
compiler that can be used as a preprocessing tool to be used
in front of third parties HLS compilers.
III. BACKGROUND
In order to do the analysis and the cycle-accurate schedule
correction, an iteration-wise dependence analysis as well as
a new intermediate representation of loops is necessary. The
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polyhedral model is a robust mathematical framework to rep-
resent loops; it also comes with a set of techniques to analyze
and transform loops and to generate code. In this section,
we briefly present the background needed to understand our
method.
A. Structure and Limitations
The polyhedral model is a representation of a subset of
programs called Static Control Parts (SCoPs), or alternatively
Affine Control Loops (ACLs). Such programs are composed
only of loop and conditional control structures and the only
allowed statements are array assignments of arbitrary ex-
pressions with array reads (scalar variables are special cases
viewed as zero-dimensional arrays). The loop bounds, the
conditions and array subscripts have to be affine expressions
of loop indexes and parameters.
Each statement S surrounded by n loops in a SCoP has an
associated domain DS ⊆ Z
n. The domain DS represents the
set of values the indices of the loops surrounding S can take.
Each vector of values in DS is called an iteration vector, and
DS is called the iteration domain of S. DS is defined by a
set of affine constraints, i.e. the set of loop bounds and con-
ditionals on these indexes. In what follows, we call operation
a particular statement iteration, i.e., a statement with a given
iteration vector. Figure 1 shows the graphical representation of
such a domain, where each full circle represents an operation.
The domain’s constraints for the only statement of Figure 1
are as follows:
D = {i, j|0 ≤ i < N ∧ 0 ≤ j < N − i} .
The polyhedral model is limited to the aforementioned class
of programs. This class can be however extended to a larger
class of programs at the price of a loss of accuracy in the
dependance analysis [10], [11].
B. Dependences and Scheduling
The real strength of the polyhedral model is its capacity
to handle iteration wise dependence analysis on arrays [12].
The goal of dependence analysis is to answer questions of
the type “what is the statement that produced the value being
read at current operation, and for what iteration vector?” For
example, in the program of Figure 1, what is the operation that
wrote the last value of the right-hand side reference Y[j]?
Iterations of a statement in a loop nest can be ordered by the
lexicographic order of their iteration vectors. The combination
of the lexicographic order and the textual order gives the
precedence order (noted ≻) of operations, that gives the
execution order of operations in a loop nest. When considering
sequential loop nests, the precedence order is total.
The precedence order allows an exact answer to be given
to the previous question: “the operation that last modified an
array reference in an operation is just the latest one in the
precedence order.” In the example of Figure 1, the operation
that modified right-hand side reference Y[j] in operation
S0(i, j) is just the same statement of the loop, when it was
executed at previous iteration S0(i− 1, j).
In the polyhedral model, building this precedence order
can be done exactly. Therefore, transformations of the loop
execution order, also known as scheduling transformations, can
be constrained to enforce dataflow dependences. This feature
may be used to check the legality of a given transformation,
but also to automatically compute the space of all possible
transformations, in order to find the “best” one. However this
is not the topic of this paper, and the reader is referred to
Feautrier [13] and Pouchet et al. [5] for more details.
C. Code generation
Once a loop nest has been scheduled (for example, to
incorporate some pipelining), the last step of source-to-source
transformation consists in re-generating a sequential code. Two
approaches to solve this problem dominate in the litterature.
The first one was developed by Quillere and al. [14] and later
extended by Bastoul in the context of the ClooG software [3].
ClooG allows regenerated loops to be guardless, thus avoiding
useless iterations at the price of an increase in code size. With
the same goal, the code generator in the Omega project also
tries to regenerate guardless loops, but also provides options
to find a trade-off between code size and guards [15].
The second approach, developed by Boulet et al. [16] aims
at generating code without loops. The principle is to determine
during one iteration the value of the next iteration vector, until
all the iteration domain has been visited. Since this second
approach behaves like a finite state machine, it si believed to
be it is more suited for hardware implementation [17], though
there is still very few quantitative evidences to back-up this
claim.
IV. LEGALITY CHECK
In this section, we propose sufficient conditions for ensuring
that a given loop coalescing transformation is legal w.r.t to the
data-dependencies of the program.
Consider a sink reference to an array (i.e. a right-hand side
array reference in a statement), and let ~y denote its iteration
vector. Let ~x be the iteration vector of the source reference
for this array reference. Let us write d the function that maps
~y to ~x, so that ~x = d(~y).
We define ∆ as the highest latency, in the pipeline datapath,
between a read and a write inducing a dependence. We can
formulate the conditions under which a loop coalescing is
legal w.r.t to this data-dependency as follows: for a pipelined
schedule with a latency of ∆, the coalescing will violate data
dependencies when the distance (in number of iteration points)
between the production of the value (at iteration ~x, the source)
and its use (at iteration ~y, the sink) is less than ∆.
This condition is trivially enforced in one particular case,
that is when the loops to be coalesced do not carry any
dependences, that is when the loops are parallel. This is
possible since one may want to pipeline only the n− 1 inner
loops of the loop nest in which the dependences are only
carried by the outermost loop. In such a case, the pipeline is
flushed at each step of the outermost loop, hence the latency
does not break any dependence.
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ij D1 = 'ŀ{i,j | M1-i-1, i < N-1}
nextD(i,j) = (i+1,0)
D2 = 'ŀ{i,j | j < N-i-1}
nextD(i,j) = (i,j+1)
Dᄧ = 'ŀ{i,j | i >= N-1}
nextD(i,j) = ᄧ  
Fig. 4. Sub-domains D1 and D2 have different expressions for their
immediate successor.
Let p be the depth of the loop that carries a dependence, the
coalescing is ensured to be legal if the loop to be coalesced
are at a depth greater than p. In practice, the innermost loop
is the only depth carrying no dependence, as shown in the
example of Figure 1.
Determining if a coalescing is legal then requires a more
precise analysis, by computing the number of points between a
source iteration ~x and its sink ~y. This indeed amounts to count
the number of integral points inside a parametric polyhedral
domain and corresponds to the rank function as proposed
by Turjan et al. [18], for which we can obtain a closed
form expression using the Barvinok library [19]. However
these expressions are in the form of parametric multivariate
pseudo-polynomials, and checking whether the value of such
polynomials admits a given lower bound is impossible in the
general case.
Because of this limitation, we propose another technique
which does not involve any polyhedral counting operation. In
this approach, we construct a function next∆D(~x) that computes
for a given iteration vector ~x its successor ∆ iterations away
in the coalesced loop nest’s iteration domain D. We then
check that all the sink iteration vectors ~y = d−1(~x) of the
dependency d are such that ~y  next∆D(~x). In other words,
we make sure that the value produced at iteration ~x is used at
least ∆ iterations later.
The only difficulty in this legality check lies in the con-
struction of the next∆D(~x) function. This is the problem we
address in the following subsection.
A. Constructing the next∆D(~x) function
We will derive the next∆D function by leveraging on a
method presented by Boulet et al[16] to compute the imme-
diate successor in D of an iteration vector ~x according to the
lexicographical order. This function is expressed as a solution
of a lexicographic minimization problem on a parametric
domain made of all successors of ~x.
The algorithm works as follows: we start by building the
set of points for which the immediate successor belongs to the
same innermost loop (say at depth p). This set is represented as
D2 in the example of Figure 4. We then do the same for the set
of points of D for which no successors were found at previous
step, but this time we look for their immediate successors
along the loop at depth p− 1 as shown by the domain D1 in
Figure 4. This procedure is then repeated until all dimensions
of the domain have been covered by the analysis. At the end,
the remaining points are the lexicographic maximum (that is
the end) of the domain, and their successor is noted as ⊥ (D⊥
on Figure 4).
The domains involved in this algorithm are parameterized,
therefore the approach requires the use of a Parametric Integer
Linear Programming solver [20], [16] to obtain a solution
which is in the form of a quasi affine mapping function that
defines the sequencing relation. Because it is a quasi-affine
function2, and because we only need to look for a constant
number of iterations ahead (the latency of the pipeline that
we call ∆), we can easily build the next∆D function. This is
done by applying the function to itself ∆ times as shown in
Equ. (1) :
next∆D(~x) =
∆︷ ︸︸ ︷
nextD • nextD • . . . • nextD(~x) . (1)
Example: Let us compute the nextD(~x) predicate for the
example of Figure 4, where we have ~x = (i, j)
nextD(i, j) =


(i, j + 1) if j < N − i− 1
(i+ 1, 0) elseif i < N − 1
⊥ otherwise
Note that ⊥ represents the absence of successor in the loop.
Applying the relation four times to itself we then obtain the
next4D(i, j) predicate, which is given by the mapping below :
next4D(i, j) =

(i, j + 4) if j ≤ N − i− 5
(i+ 1, 3) elseif i ≤ N − 5 ∧ j = N − i− 1
(i+ 1, 2) elseif i ≤ N − 4 ∧ j = N − i− 2
(i+ 1, 1) elseif i ≤ N − 3 ∧ j = N − i− 3
(i+ 1, 0) elseif i ≤ N − 4 ∧ j = N − i− 4
(N − 1, 0) elseif i = N − 3 ∧ j = 1 ∧N ≥ 3
(N − 2, 0) elseif i = N − 4 ∧ j = 3 ∧N ≥ 4
⊥ else
(2)
B. Building the violated dependency set
As mentioned previously, a given dependency is enforced
by the coalesced loop iff we have ~y  next∆D(~x) with
~y = d−1(~x). When next∆D(~x) ∈ {⊥}, that is when the
successor ∆− 1 iterations later is out of the iteration domain,
the dependence is obviously broken. We can then build D†
the domain containing all the iterations sourcing one of these
violated dependencies, using the equation below
D† =
{
~x ∈ Dsrc
∣∣∣∣ d−1(~x) ≺ next∆D(~x)or next∆D(~x) ∈ {⊥}
}
(3)
2Quasi affine function are affine functions where division (or modulo) by
an integer constant are allowed.
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where Dsrc is the set of sources of a dependency in D.
It is important to note that in case of a parameterized do-
main, the set of these iterations may itself be a parameterized
domain. Checking the legality of a nested loop pipelining then
sums up to check the emptiness of this parameterized domain,
which can easily be done with ISL [21] or Polylib [22].
a) Example: In what follows, we make no difference
between relations and functions, following the practice used
in the ISL tool. In our example, we have the following
dependency relation :
d(i, j → i′, j′ : i, j ∈ D ∧ i ≥ 1 ∧ i′ = i− 1 ∧ j′ = j)
which can easily be reverted as
d−1(i, j → i′, j′ : i′, j′ ∈ D ∧ i ≥ 0 ∧ i′ = i+ 1 ∧ j′ = j)
which corresponds to the data-dependency.
Using the next4D(i, j) function obtained in (2), we can then
build the domain D† of the source iterations violating a data
dependency using (3).
In our example, and after resorting to the simplification of
this polyhedral domain thanks to a polyhedral library [21], we
then obtain :
D† = {i, j|(i, j) ∈ D ∧N − 4 < i < N − 1∧ j < N − i− 1}
When we substitute N by 5 (the chosen value in our
example), we have D† = {(2, 0), (2, 1), (3, 0)}, which is the
set of points that causes a dependency violation in Figure 3.
V. BUBBLE INSERTION
While a legality condition is an important step toward
automated nested loop pipelining, it is possible to do better
by correcting a given schedule to make the coalescing legal.
Our idea is to determine at compile time an iteration domain
where wait states, or bubbles, are inserted in order to stall
the pipeline to make sure that the coalesced loop execution
is legal w.r.t data dependencies. Of course we want this set
to have the smallest possible impact on performance, both in
terms of number of cycles, and in terms of overhead caused
by extra guards and housekeeping code.
We already know from the previous subsection the domain
D† of all iterations whose source violates the dependency rela-
tion. To correct the pipeline schedule we can insert additional
wait-state iterations in the domain scanned by the coalesced
loop. These wait state iterations should be inserted between
the source and the sink iterations of the violated dependency.
One obvious solution is to add these extra iterations at the end
of the inner loop enclosing the source iteration, so that this
extra cycle may benefit to all potential source iteration within
this innermost loop.
The key question in this problem is to determine how many
of such wait states are actually required to fix the schedule, as
adding a single wait state in a loop may incidentally fix/correct
several violated data-dependency. In the following we propose
a simple technique to solve the problem.
i=0;j=0;
while(i<N) {
#pragma ignore_mem_depcy Y
   if(j<N-i) 
S0:   Y[j] = A[i]
 +(i==0)?0:Y[j]/B[j];
   if((i>N-4&&j<N-i+3&&i<N-1)
||j<N-i-1) 
       j++; 
   else 
       j=0,i++;
}
i
j
Fig. 5. Corrected pipeline (conservative) for N = 5 and ∆ = 4. White
points correspond to pipeline epilogue inserted only for the iterations that
need it.
i
ji=0;j=0;
while(i<N) {
#pragma ignore_mem_depcy Y
   if(j<N-i) 
S0: Y[j] = A[i]
 +(i==0)?0:Y[j]/B[j];
   if((i>N-4&&j<3&&i<N-1)
||j<N-i-1) 
       j++; 
   else 
       j=0,i++;
}
Fig. 6. Corrected pipeline (optimized) for N = 5 and ∆ = 4. White points
correspond to the inserted pipeline bubbles in the iteration domain.
The simplest solution is to pad every inner loop containing
an iteration in D† with ∆− 1 wait-states. As a matter of fact,
this amounts to recreate the whole epilogue of the pipelined
loop, but only for the outer loops that actually need it. The
approach is illustrated in Figure 5, but turns out to be too
conservative. For example, the reader will notice that the inner
loops for indices i = 2 in the example of Figure 1 do not
actually need ∆ − 1 = 3 additional cycles. In that case only
one cycle of wait state is needed, and similarly, for i = 3,
only two cycles are needed.
This solution is obviously not optimal, as one could easily
find a better correction (that is with fewer bubbles), as the
one shown in Figure 6. In this particular example, the lower
overhead (in terms of wait-state) does not come at the price of
an increase in the complexity of the code. This is however not
the case in general, and there exist subtle trade-offs between
the reduction of bubble count and the complexity of the control
logic. We are currently investigating this topic.
VI. RESULTS AND VALIDATION
In this section, we describe how the transformation is
being implemented within a compiler framework, and provide
quantitative data showing that the approach is practical and
lead to significant performance improvements at the price of
a moderate increase in area.
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A. The Gecos source to source compiler
GeCoS (Generic Compiler Suite) is an open source-
to-source compiler infrastructure [23] integrated within the
Eclipse framework and entirely based on Model Driven Soft-
ware Development tools. GeCoS is specifically targeted to
HLS back-ends, and provides (among other features) built-
in support for Mentor Algorithmic Data types C++ templates
(ac_int<>, etc.).
GeCoS also provides a loop transformation framework
based on the polyhedral model, that extensively uses third
party libraries (ISL for manipulating polyhedral domains [24]
and solving parametric integer linear problems, and Cloog [3]
for polyhedral code generation). All the transformations pre-
sented in this work have been implemented within this frame-
work.
B. Implementing the loop coalescing transformation
Implementing the loop coalescing transformation amounts
in a rewriting of the loop nest structure into a software
finite state machine expressed in a while loop. There are two
possible approach for implementing this rewriting.
The first approach uses the Control Flow Graph (CFG)
corresponding to the loop nest as an input. The problem in
this approach is that the automaton is built from an implicit
representation of the iteration domain rather than from its
formal representation as a polyhedron. As a consequence the
resulting automaton contains extra idle states which do not
correspond to an actual iteration of the loop nest. On the other
hand the main advantage of this approach is its simplicity.
From what we understand, this is the approach followed by
our reference HLS tool when implementing the nested loop
pipelining transformation.
The second approach follows the approach of Boulet et
al. [16] and consists in building a finite state machine directly
out of the loop nest iteration domain3 using the nextD(~x)
mapping introduced in Section IV. Because it is the only way
to ensure that the generated code visits the exact loop nest
iteration domain, it is actually more efficient than the approach
based on the CFG. However, the resulting code tends to be
more complex and induces area overhead as the number of
guards grows as the number of dimension of domain increases
and its shape gets more complex.
Because one does generally not want to coalesce the full
loop nest, our approach allows the designer to choose (by using
a source code directive) how many of the inner most loops
should be coalesced, and then use a combination of Cloog
with the algorithm of Boulet & Feautrier to regenerate the
transformed loop nest structure.
C. Experimental results
The efficiency of our approach is obviously very sensitive to
the trip count in inner loops sizes. As such it is very efficient
for improving the performance of non perfectly tiled codes
3It is to note that the method can accommodate with imperfectly nested
loops thanks to the use of additional (scalar) dimensions which model textual
ordering as in the Cloog library [3].
and of non rectangular domains. It is therefore more sensitive
to the iteration domains size and domain shapes than to the
structure of the application itself.
In this work, we limited ourself to two representative kernels
(QR-Cordic, MatMul described below) that provide a good
illustration the benefits and drawbacks of the approach.
• The QR decomposition is a key building block for wire-
less MIMO communication systems. The QR kernel oper-
ates over (small) non rectangular 3-dimensional iteration
domain and is a good candidate for the approach. In the
QR, only the most inner loop (index k) is parallel, and
this loop has a non constant iteration count (Indeed the
two innermost loops of the QR kernel resembles a lot our
running toy example). As a consequence, direct nested
pipelining causes dependence violation, and the kernel
must therefore undergo a bubble insertion step.
• A Matrix Multiplication kernel, in which we performed
a loop interchange to enable the pipelining of the 2
innermost loops. In this case the iteration domain is
very simple (rectangular), but we allow in some cases
the matrix sizes to be parameterized (i.e not known at
compile time).
Because our reference HLS tool does not support division
nor square root operations, we replaced these operations in the
QR algorithm with deeply pipelined multipliers. We insist on
the fact that this modification does not impact the relevance
of the results given below, since our coalescing transformation
only impacts the loop control, the body being left untouched.
For each of these kernels, we used varying fixed and
parameterized iteration counts, and also used different fixed
point arithmetic wordlength sizes for the loop body operations
so as to be able to precisely quantify the trade-off between
performance improvement (thanks to nested pipeline) and area
overhead (because of extra control cost).
For each application instance, we compared the results
obtained when using :
• Simple loop pipelining by our reference HLS tool.
• Nested loop pipelining by our reference HLS tool.
• Nested loop pipelining through loop coalescing and bub-
ble insertion.
For all examples, we derived deeply pipelined datapaths
(with II = 1 in all cases) and with latency values varying
from 4 to 6 in the case of Matrix Multiplication, and from 9
to 12 in the case of the QR factorization depending on the
fixed point encoding.
We provide three metrics of comparison: the total accelera-
tor area cost (in LUT and registers), the number of clock cycles
required to execute the program, and the clock frequency
obtained by the design after place and route. All the results
were obtained for an Altera Stratix-IV device with fastest
speed-grade, and are given in Table I.
The quantitative evaluation of the area overhead induced
by the use of nested pipelining is provided in Figure 7. Our
results show that this overhead remains limited and even
negligible when large functional units are being used (in the
figure, <a,b> stands for a a bit wide fixed point format with
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LUTs Registers DSPs Freq (MHz) Clock Cycles
Benchmark Latency Size HLS Coal. HLS Coal. HLS Coal. HLS Coal. HLS Coal.
MM<48,16> 6 cycles
param 512 579 657 677 10 10 160 164 n.a. n.a.
128 437 392 542 458 10 10 161 163 2114304 2097157
32 388 351 486 426 10 10 164 160 33984 32773
8 333 313 429 442 10 10 164 164 624 517
MM<24,6> 4 cycles 32 239 200 170 130 4 4 240 250 33920 32771
QR<48,16> 12 cycles
param 999 1190 1114 2169 10 10 166 166 n.a. n.a.
128 1944 3262 7209 7891 10 10 162 164 902208 797050
32 1229 1534 2562 3230 10 10 167 165 23312 17370
8 1018 1951 1662 2297 10 10 166 167 868 746
QR<24,6> 9 cycles 32 620 823 1064 1240 4 4 231 229 20336 15552
TABLE I
PERFORMANCE AND AREA COST FOR OUR NESTED PIPELINE IMPLEMENTATIONS
Fig. 7. Area overhead due to the loop coalescing and bubble insertion, this
overhead is caused by extra guards on loop indices.
b bit devoted to the integer part). Also, the approach does
not significantly impact the clock frequency (less than 5%
difference in all cases).
The improvement in execution time due to latency hiding
are given in Figure 8. Here one can observe that the efficiency
of the approach is highly dependant on the loops iteration
count. While the execution time can decrease by up to 34% in
some case, the benefits quickly decrease as the domain sizes
grow. For larger iteration counts, the performance improve-
ment hardly compensates the area overhead.
One interesting observation is that when no correction is
needed (e.g constant size matrix multiplication) our coalescing
transformation is more efficient in term of both performance
and area than the nested pipeline feature provided with the
tool, a result which is easy to explain (see VI-B).
In addition to this quantitative analysis, it is also interesting
to point out which examples did cause our reference leading
edge commercial HLS tools to either find a good nested loop
pipelined schedule or to generate an illegal schedule violating
the semantic of the initial program. For the QR example, the
reference tool would systematically fail to generate a legal
nested pipeline schedule for the algorithm. Furthermore it
gives an illegal schedule whenever its iteration domain is
Fig. 8. Normalized execution time (in clock cycles) of the two innermost
coalesced pipelined loops (with bubbles for QR) w.r.t to the non-coalesced
pipelined loop.
Benchmark next next15
ADI Core 1391 71517
Block Based FIR 697 131284
Burg2 1166 36757
Forward Substitution 59 734
Hybrid Jacobi Gauss Seidel 15 3065
Matrix Product 187 29245
QR Given Decomposition 72 4554
SOR 2D 90 30151
TABLE II
next AND next15 RUNTIME EVALUATION (IN ms)
parameterized.
Last, we also evaluated the runtime needed to perform
the nextk operations for several examples. The goal is to
demonstrate that the approach is practical in the context of
a HLS tool. Results are given in Table II, and show that the
runtime (in ms) remains acceptable in most cases.
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VII. RELATED WORK AND DISCUSSION
A. Loop pipelining in hardware synthesis
Earlier work on systolic architectures addressed the problem
of fine grain parallelism extraction. Among others Derrien et
al. [8] proposed to use iteration domain partitioning to help
combine operation level (pipeline) and loop level parallelism.
A somewhat similar problem was addressed by Teich and
al.[9] who proposed to combine modulo scheduling with
loop-level parallelization techniques. The main limitation of
these contributions is that they only support one-dimensional
schedules [25], which significantly limit their applicability.
A recent work by Alias et al. [26] tackles a problem very
similar to ours, as they try to address the problem of generating
efficient nested loop pipelined hardware accelerators leverag-
ing custom floating point datapaths. Their approach (also based
on the polyhedral model) consists in finding a parallel hyper-
plane for the loop nest, and then derive a tiling (hyperplanes
and tile sizes) which is chosen such that a pipeline of depth ∆
is legal. The approach only targets perfectly nested loop and
also requires incomplete tiles to be padded to behave like full-
tiles. Besides they restrict themselves to uniform dependencies,
so as to guarantee that the reuse distance (i.e the number of
points separating a source and a sink) is always constant for
a given tile size. In contrast, our framework is more general
and supports imperfectly nested loops with non-uniform (i.e
affine) dependencies. In addition, in the case of tiled iteration
domains, we can provide a more precise correction (in terms
of extra bubbles) that does not requires padding all incomplete
tiles.
The Compaan/Laura [18] toolset takes another view on the
problem, as it does not try to find a global schedule for the
program statements. Instead, each statement of the program is
mapped on its own process. Dependencies between statements
are then materialized as communication buffers which fol-
low the so-called Polyhedral Process Network semantic [27].
Because the causality of the schedule is enforced by the
availability of data on the channel output, there is no need
for taking statement execution latency into account in the
process schedule [28]. On the other hand, the approach suffers
significant area cost overhead as each statement requires its
own hardware controller plus possibly complex reordering
memory structure. To our opinion, the approach is geared
toward task level parallelism rather than toward fine grain
parallelism/pipeline.
B. Nested loop software pipelining
Software pipelining has proved to be a key optimization for
leveraging the instruction level parallelism available in most
compute intensive kernels. Since its introduction by Lam et
al. [29] a lot of work has been carried out on the topic (a survey
is out of scope of this work). Two directions have mainly been
addressed:
• Many contributions have tried to extends software pi-
pelining applicability to wider classes of program struc-
tures, by taking control flow into consideration [30].
• The main other research direction has focused on inte-
grating new architectural specificities and/or additional
constraints when trying to solve the optimal software
pipelining problem [31].
Among these numerous contributions, some of them have
been tackling problems very close to ours.
First, Rong et al. [7] have already studied the problem of
nested loop software pipelining. Their goal is clearly the same
as ours, except that they do restrict themselves to a narrow
subset of loop (only constant bound rectangular domains) and
do not leverage exact instance-wise dependence information.
Besides they do not address the problem from a hardware
synthesis point of view. In this work, we tackle the problem
for a wider class of programs (known as Static Control Parts),
and also we relate the problem to loop coalescing.
Another related contribution is the work of Fellahi et al [32],
who address the problem of prologue/epilogue merging in
sequences of software pipelined loops. Their work is also
motivated by the fact that the software pipeline overhead
tends to be a severe limitation as many embedded-multimedia
algorithms exhibit low trip count loops. Again, our approach
differs from theirs in the scope of its applicability, as we are
able to deal with loop nests (not only sequences of loops), and
as we solve the problem in the context of HLS tools at the
source level through a loop coalescing transformation. On the
contrary their approach handles the problem at machine code
level, which is not possible in our context.
C. Loop coalescing and loop collapsing
Loop coalescing was initially used in the context of par-
allelizing compilers, for reducing of synchronization over-
head [33]. Since synchronization occurs at the end of each
innermost loop, coalescing loops reduces the number of syn-
chronization during the program execution. Such an approach
is quite similar to ours (indeed, one could see the flushing
of the innermost loop pipeline as a kind of synchronization
operation). However, in our case we can benefit from an exact
timing model of the synchronization overhead, which we can
be used to remove unnecessary synchronization steps.
D. Correcting illegal loop transformations
The idea of applying a correction on a schedule as a
post-transformation step is not new, and was introduced by
Bastoul et al [34]. Their idea was to first look for interesting
combination of loop transformations (be they legal or not),
and then try to fix possible illegal schedule instances through
the use of loop shifting transformations. Their result was later
extended by Vasilache et al. [35], who considered a wider
space of correcting transformations.
Our work differs from theirs in that we do not propose to
modify the existing schedule, but rather add artifact statements
whose goal is to model so called wait state operations, which
will then make loop coalescing legal w.r.t data dependencies.
VIII. CONCLUSION
In this paper, we have proposed a new technique for support-
ing nested loop software pipelining in C to hardware synthesis
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tools. The approach extends previous work by considering a
more general class of loops nests. In particular we propose
a nested pipeline legality check that can be combined with a
compile time bubble insertion mechanism to enforce causality
in the pipelined schedule. Our nested loop pipelining technique
was implemented as a proof of concept and our preliminary
experimental results show promising results for nested loops
operating on small iteration domains (up to 30% execution
time reduction in terms of clock cycles, with a limited area
overhead).
As a side-note, we believe that our approach can easily be
adapted to be used in a more classical optimizing compiler
back-ends. Of course, our approach would only makes sense
for deeply pipelined VLIW machines with many functional
units. In that case we simply need to use the value of the
loop body initiation interval as an additional information to
determine which dependencies may be violated.
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